This an alphabetical list of about 300 families who immigrated to Toledo between 1866 and 1877, many of whom were considered the pioneers who, in 1875, founded St. Hedwig parish, the first Polish Catholic Church in Toledo. This information has been documented by contemporary sources, parish records from Poland and Toledo, Toledo City Directories, Lucas County death records, and immigration passenger records. Some information has been provided by genealogists whose ancestors are listed. Census records were used to find names, ages, addresses, but are not a reliable source for dates of immigration as this information was given many years after the immigration and often not remembered correctly. Common sense dictates that the census taker came when the husbands were at work and the wives may not have known the answers and took their best guess.

There is no doubt that many early immigrants are not on this list for many reasons. Some may have immigrated while past the age of giving birth to children, thus would not be in baptismal records. Some of their deaths may have gone unrecorded. They may have moved to another town or state. They may have been missed on the census. There are also many gaps in the parish records, or someone just forgot to record it. Not all deaths were recorded in the Lucas County civil records.

Abbreviations:
aka = also known as, alias
b = born on this exact date
bc = born about this date, unconfirmed
bp = baptised on this date
gp = godparent(s)
c = circa = about the year of, unconfirmed
m = married
d = died on this date and/or place
dc = died about this date, unconfirmed
bd = buried on this date and/or place, including church where death is recorded, and/or cemetery
(date and place in parentheses) = date and parish of marriage

Churches in Toledo that were used as sources:
St. Adalbert (Polish)
St. Anthony (Polish)
St. Hedwig (Polish)
St. Mary (German)
SS. Peter & Paul (German)
and
St. Boniface Church, Oak Harbor, Ohio

Some female surnames in the Polish language end in -a (-cka, -ska). The family name, or male surnames, usually end in –i (-cki, -ski). Example: John Bialecki and his wife (or daughters) Michalina Bialecka.

ADAMSKY Isaac (aka Asia Adamsky) bc 1840 Prussia m to Rebecca bc 1840 Prussia; enlisted Ohio Infantry 37th Regiment Co A as a private, musician, mustered out 30 Sep 1863 as an invalid (wounded?); 1870 census in NYC he is age 30 cigar maker b Prussia with wife Rebecca age 30 b Prussia and children (probably this is him in 1870)
ANIELAK Francis (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1836 Poland parents Wawrzyn (aka Lawrence) ANIELAK and Marianna, Francis d 21 Feb 1916 age 80 Radom Illinois (m 1860 Lopienno, Poland) to EXTEJT (aka Eichstaedt, Ekszet) Rosalia (aka Rose) bc 1839 Poland parents probably Jacob EXTEJT and Dorothea, Rose dc May 1881 Toledo; earliest record Rosalia gp for Ekszet child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp at St. Hedwig May 1877; Frank moved to Washington Co. Illinois and remarried 30 May 1882 St. Charles Borromeo, Dubois Illinois to his late brother’s wife, Marianna CZERNIEJEWSKA ANIELAK, parents Adalbert CZERNIEJEWSKI and Theresa; Stanislaus Anielak bc 1868 d 3 May 1881 Hamilton St. Toledo; son John Francis Anielak bc 1864 Wagrowiec, Poland d Dec 1908 bd St. Hedwig; family immigrated April 1873?

ANIELAK Martin (aka Marcin, Martinus) bc 1843 Poland parents Wawrzyn (aka Lawrence) ANIELAK and Marianna, Martin d 24 Feb 1882 St. Michael Radom IL (m 1867 Lopienno, Poland) to CZERNIEJEWSKA Marianna (aka Mary) bc 1847 Poland parents Adalbert CZERNIEJEWSKI and Theresa, Marianna d 19 Mar 1918 Radom, Illinois; immigrated 21 June 1872 to NYC on SS Minerva: Martin Anietak 25, Marianne 24, Wladislaw 9 months; earliest record child d 16 Jan 1874 bd SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp at SS. Peter & Paul Feb 1875; first child bp St. Hedwig Oct 1876; moved to Radom, Illinois area (son Francis baptized St. Charles Borromeo, Dubois, Illinois 31 March 1878); Marianna remarried 30 May 1882 St. Charles Borromeo, Dubois Illinois to her brother-in-law Francis ANIELAK

ANKIEWICZ Aleksy Otho Viertala – see THOMPSON, John

BALSKI Henry bc 1847 Prussia parents Fred BALSKI; enlisted 10 Oct 1864 Toledo, Ohio in 71st Ohio Co C; discharged 16 Oct 1865 San Antonio, Texas, kind/degree of disability diarrhea b Prussia age 36 residence subsequent to discharge Defiance, Ohio laborer, single, assisted by father Fred (possibly his brother, not father) Balski, East Defiance, Ohio; 1870 census: resided Toledo b Prussia c 1847; admitted to US National Home for Disabled Volunteer Soldiers 8 Dec 1883 (discharged 26 Jan 1888), again 20 Dec 1890 (dischgd 21 Feb 1893), 27 Jul 1897 (dischgd 7 Aug 1900), pensioned for disease of eyes 716 Francis St., Defiance, Ohio; may have immigrated 2 Jan 1864 from Bremen to NYC on SS Atalanta age 16 with family, parents listed as Caroline and Johann

BARANEK Matthias bc 1818 Poland (m 1837 Swiatkowo, Poland) to WIATRZAK Michalina bc 1817 Poland; they did not emigrate, but may be the parents of some of the BARANEK women who emigrated to Toledo, especially Catharina BARANEK m to NADOLNY Valentine; these women are from Cerekwica, Poland, the parish next to Swiatkowo.

BARTKOIAK Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) witness for Jan 1879 marriage of Peter SZELAZKIEWICZ and Josepha SLAWOSZEWSKA and other marriages; BARTKOIAK Victoria gp for Kukla child bp Oct 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; gp for Ekszet-Robaszewska child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig, and gp for Winiaszewski child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig

BIALECKI for the following:
Bialecki John (aka Jan, Joannes) b 8 Feb 1840 Malice, Poland bp Kcynia, Poland parents Adalbert BIALECKI and Marianna CHELMINIAK, John d 29 Jun 1893 Toledo, John (m 30 Jan 1870 in Dzwierzewo, Poland) to NOWAK Michalina b 29 Aug 1851 Czerlin, Czewszewo Wagrowiec, Poland parents Martin NOWAK and Francisca MUZOLF; John immigrated 13 Jun 1872 SS Carl from Bremen to NYC [only Johann Bialetzky 31 farmer, also Michel Bialetzky 23 farmer, and Joseph (John?) Czesluste 25 farmer]; earliest record child bp Dec 1874 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Jan 1877; Michalina BIALECKA widow (m 22 Oct 1894 St. Hedwig) to Michael GRABARSKI widower; 1880 & 1900 residence: Mettler St., Toledo
BIALECKI Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) b 12 Sep 1850 Suchorzecz, Szaradowo parish, Poland
parents Adalbert BIALECKI and Marianna CHELMINIAK, Michael d 29 June 1924 Toledo (m 7 Oct 1878 St. Hedwig) to KAMINSKA Michalina bc Jun 1859 Znin parents Adalbert KAMINSKI and Catharina MAJCHRZAK, Michalina d 4 Dec 1910 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Michael immigrated 13 Jun 1872 SS Carl from Bremen to NYC [with Johann Bialetzky 31 and Joseph (John?) Czesluste 25 farmer]; earliest record Michael gp for brother’s child Dec 1874; 1880 & 1900 residence: Mettler St., Toledo

CHELMINIAK
BIALECKA (maiden name CHELMINIAK) Mary bc 1816 d 19 Feb 1893 bd St. Hedwig; m to Adalbert
(aka Wojciech) BIALECKI bc 1814 d 10 May 1870 Dziewierzewo, Poland; some of their children were
baptized in Kcynia parish (Stanislaus b 1848 in Malice, for example); Adalbert and Mary’s children:
Marciana m John WOZNIAK, John BIALECKI, Michael BIALECKI, Michalina m John CZELUSTA;
Mary’s residence Mettler St., Toledo; immigrated c 1872

BISKUP Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc 1849-1854, d 20 Jul 1915 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m
15 Nov 1881 St. Hedwig Toledo) to SZYMKOWIAK Antonina bc 1866 [“Mary Biskup” or “Anna
Biskupski” age 37 yrs of 231 Pulaski d 17 Dec 1904 Toledo bd Calvary Cemetery]; earliest record
Adalbert gp for Kukla-Urban child bp Apr 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Pulaski St., Kuhschwanz

BLEJA Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) gp for Olender-Bleja child bp Mar 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo;
isse the daughter of Adalbert Bleja and Anna Michalska from Szubin parish, born 15 Dec 1851
(Pinsk?); Frances was a housekeeper for Rev. V. Lewandowski, pastor of St. Hedwig Parish, in 1878 and
1883 (and probably in between); Vincent Bleja, same parents, b 1856, d 6 Jun 1915 Toledo

BOCIAN Lucas (aka Lukasz) bc 1836 Poland d 1882-88 (m 1862 Znin, Poland) to SOBOLEWSKA
Michalina bc Sep 1843 Poland parents Anthony SOBOLEWSKI and Catharina WABICH [her death
certificate says parents are Michael Sobolewski and Frances Zablocka], Michalina d 7 Aug 1914;
daughter b 1872 Znin; immigrated c 1875; earliest record child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; 1900:
Michalina widow, residence Tecumseh St, Toledo; St. Anthony parish

My father’s
mother was Anna Jadwiga Bocian, born
20 June 1870. She came to America as
a child with her mother, Michalina, and
3 siblings on 17 May 1875, on the ship
Numbreg. They all eventually joining
Anna’s father, Lucas Bocian, in Toledo.

BOROWCZAK Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc Nov 1827 Poland d 20 Oct 1901 Toledo bd St.
Hedwig, m (c 1853) to Anna BUDZICH bc Jun 1829 Poland (also seen 8 May 1833) father John
BUDZICH, Anna d 9 Jan 1927 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated c 1870; daughter bc 1870 Ohio; 1900
residence Hausman St., Toledo

BREDKRUS (aka Brykrus, Brytkusz) John (aka Jan, Joannes) gp for Kosmatka child bp Feb 1876 St.
Hedwig and Wachowiak child bp Nov 1877 St. Hedwig, witness for several marriages at St. Hedwig in
1879; Mary Brekus d 11 Jan 1924 Toledo bd St. Hedwig age “99” maiden name Walkowiak
[Wachowiak?]
BREWczyński Joseph m SLABSZEWska (aka SLAWSZEWsKA) Teofila bc 1838 Poland d 18 Apr 1905 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; from Kcynia parish, Poland; daughter in Toledo by 1875 (see Ludwikowski)

BRYKACZ Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc Apr 1835/1840 Poland parents John BRYKACZ and Antonina, Adalbert d 7 Mar 1901 Toledo (m 1866 Znin, Poland) to SZYMczAK Anastasia (aka Anastazya) bc Feb 1834/1837 Poland; Anastasia’s first marriage to Ziulkowski [Ziolkowski] in Poland; earliest records: Adalbert gp for Anthony Brykacz’ child bp Aug 1875 SS Peter & Paul and Adalbert gp for Golebiwski-Brykacz child bp Oct 1875 St. Hedwig; residence Tecumseh St.; Anastasia immigrated 25 May 1878 w son Lawrence on SS Baltimore to NYC

BRYKACZ (aka Brykatch) Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1837 Poland (m 1864 Juncewo, Poland) to PIETRZYCKA Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc 1845 Poland; earliest record child bp Aug 1875 SS Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp St. Hedwig Jul 1877; Frances and 4 children immigrated 10 Nov 1874 on SS Hohenstaufen to NYC

BRYKACZ Gregory gp for Anthony Brykacz child bp Aug 1875 [could be “George” – Adalbert – above]

BRZOZOWSKI Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1839 parents Felix BRZOZOWSKI and Anna RZYSKO, Anthony (m 1866 Wronki, Poland) to KRAWCZYNska (aka Kormczynska, Kromczynska) Anna bc 1844-1846 parents Bartholomeus KROMczYNski and Victoria ZAWADZKA; earliest child bp Sep 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp St. Hedwig Feb 1877; immigrated 4 June 1873 to NYC on SS SAXonia (Anton 34 weaver, Anna wife 27, Rosalie 6, Pelagie 3, Leon 11 mo, Maryanna 1 mo); 1880 residence Dexter St.; probably moved to Detroit by 1890

PAWEŁczak

BRZYCKI (aka Brzeski) Michael Bartholomew (aka Mieczyslaw, Michal, Bartlomiej) bc 1842 Poland parents Peter BRZYCKI and Marianna JARZAKOWSKA, Michael d 2 or 3 Jul 1903 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Michael (m 28 Feb 1881 St. Hedwig) to OLENDER Cecelia bc 1843 Poland parents Stanislaus OLENDER and Cecilia KOZLowska [first husband Joseph PAWELczak b 1831 Szubin, Poland, m 1868 Szubin, d 1877 Zaradowo, Poland]; Cecilia Brzycki d 5 Mar 1915 Toledo bd St. Adalbert; first record Michael Brzeski gp for Joseph Chelmniak child bp Nov 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Park St.; Pawelczak children immigrated with mother, descendants living in Toledo; Peta Bresky 33 farmer from Prussia immigrated to Chicago, arrived from Bremen to NYC 8 Jun 1872 on SS Harzburg

BRZYCKI (aka Brzeski) Peter (aka Piotr, Petrus) bc Jun 1835-40 Poland parents Peter BRZYCKI and Marianna JARZAKOWSKA, Peter the son d 22 Oct 1917 Toledo, Peter m to Sulewska Barbara bc Apr 1850-54 Poland parents Frank Sulewski and Antonina Pawlowska, Barbara d 16 Apr 1924 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest child bp Oct 1877 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St. Toledo; also Monclova Township, Ohio

BUJARSKI (aka Bojarski) Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1824 Smogulec, Poland parents Valentine BUJARSKI and Frances CHOLEWINSKA, Anthony d 23 May 1910 Toledo bd St. Hedwig [Anthony’s first? wife was Marianna Futa/Nogowska m 1854 Smogulec, Poland] Anthony (m 1869 Sadki, Poland) to Magdalena CHUDZINSKI (aka Hudzinski) bc 1825 Poland parents Andrew CHUDZINSKI and Frances MICHALska, Magdalena d 19 Jan 1895 Toledo bd St. Hedwig [ Magdalena’s first husband Joseph MALCZEWski m Jan 1845 Sadki, Poland]; immigrated 6 April 1870 on SS Victoria to NYC (Anton 45, “Margaret” 45, with Michel 23, Michalina 20, Martin 16, Antol 14, Jean (John) 7 male, Marie 3; also was Michel Bojarski 35 and Victoria 30 with child 1 on same ship as well as Izydor KOMORowski and his wife Maryanna nee Chudzinska, the niece of Magdalena Chudzinska Bojarska); resided in Utica, NY until
1872; earliest record Anthony gp for a child bp Sep 1872 St. Mary; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St.; 1900: Lagrange St., Toledo

BULAWSKI Francis (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1848 Poland d 1925 Toledo buried 24 Dec 1925 St. Mary Cemetery Toledo (m 16 Oct 1873 St. Mary) to LEHMANN Elisabeth (aka Elzbieta) bc 6 May 1846 Cincinnati OH parents Herman LEHMAN and Mary WITTERSTAETER, Elizabeth d 1 May 1908 Toledo bd St. Mary Cem; child bp Aug 1874 St. Mary Toledo; earliest record Frank and Elisabeth gps for child bp Aug 1873 St. Mary; St. Mary Census (1865 to 1880s): Bulowski Franc. and Elisabetha Lehmann w 6 children (names listed) at 98 Allen St., Leybourne Ave. Toledo; Franz Bulawsky 24 farmer immigrated 10 June 1872 on SS Koeln to NYC from Bremen

BURSCHINSKA (aka Buginska, probably Burzynska, or Brzezinska) Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) gp with Ludwig Kosimowski for Valentine Wisniewski child bp Sep 1873 and gp for Komorowski child bp Aug 1873 both at St. Mary Toledo [did she marry Ludwig/Louis Kosimowski?]

CHALAS – see HALAS

CHAWER John (aka Jan, Joannes) m to BOJARSKA (aka Bujarska) Michalina bc 1850; child d Sep 1874 St. Mary Toledo; only other record: child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; she was probably daughter of Anthony BUJARSKI and Frances CHOLEWINSKA from Smogulec and Sadki areas, who was born c 1850 – see parents’ entry; probably married in Utica, NY

CHELMINIAK – see HELMINIAK

CHLOPEK (aka Globbick) Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) bc Sep1843 Poland parents Martin CHLOPEK and Mary GROCHOWSKA, Michael d 8 Nov 1908 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, Michael m to GORAL Michalina (aka Wilhelmina, Mina, Mary) bc 1855 Poland father Frank GORAL, she d 21 Sep 1929 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, occupation midwife (even in 1916), Wilhelmina Kloppeck confirmed Jun 1875 St. Mary Toledo; Michael gp for Komorowski child bp Jul 1872 St. Mary; first child bp St. Mary Jan 1874; first child bp St. Hedwig Apr 1878; 1880 residence Locust St. at Frederick St., Toledo; could they be from Chodziez parish? Paulina Gorall was gp for their child bp Feb 1876 St. Mary

CHOSNACKI – see HOJNACKI

CHUDZINSKI – see HUDZINSKI

CIESLIEWICZ (aka Shelewiski, Schelevish) Joseph (aka Jozef) bc 1845 d 15 Jun 1911 Posen, Illinois (m 1870 Lopienno, Poland) to BOROWIAK Rosalia (aka Rose, Roza) bc 1849 widow (maiden name may be Pisarek) d 23 Dec 1917 Posen, Illinois; earliest record child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Rosalia witness for Jan 1874 marriage, and Czarnecki baptisms in 1874 all at SS PP; moved to Radom Illinois (daughter Jozefa baptized 27 February 1876 in St. Michael Radom)

CIESIELSKI Simon (aka Szymon, Simeon) bc 1851 Poland father Jacob CIESIELSKI, Simon d 30 Jan 1926 Toledo (m 1871 Czeszewo Wągrowiec, Poland) to JABLONSKA Bronislawa (aka Bernice, Bertha, Bronislaua) bc 27 Nov 1849 Poland, d 27 Dec 1930 Toledo; earliest child bp Aug 1875 St. Mary Toledo, then several children bp St. Hedwig; occupation blacksmith; changed name to KELSEY; 1880 census: Washington Twp, Lucas County, Ohio: with children Helen 6 b Indiana, Leo 5 b Indiana, Stiny (Stanley) 3 b Ohio, Kattie 4/12 (4 mos) b Ohio (census 15 June 1880)
CICHOWLAS (aka Cickolas) John (aka Jan, Joannes); gp for several children bp St. Mary Toledo in 1874 and 1875; was he married to Mary Drzewiecka? daughter Mary bc 1871 Michigan; lived in Detroit?

CZAJA John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1853 (also seen 24 Dec 1857) Poland parents Andrew and Catharine CZAJA, John d 13 Apr 1937 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m Nov 1875 St. Hedwig) to PRYBE Frances (aka Francisza, Francisca) bc 2 June 1861 parents Michael PRYBA and Mary MARCINIAK, Frances d 2 June 1945 Toledo; children bp at St. Hedwig Sep 1876 to Apr 1892; residence Lagrange St.; changed name to Shier

CZAPLINSKI Andrew (aka Andreas, Andrzej) b 30 Nov 1835 Poznan Province “Germany” parents Antoni CZAPLINSKI and Josephine; Andrew d 21 Sep 1920 Caldwell, Sumner Co, KS (m 7 Nov 1865 Toledo, Ohio) DEMKI Elvina bc 12 Jan 1845 Poznan Province, Poland, she immigrated in 1864 to Archibald, Ohio and she d 5 Feb 1931 Caldwell, KS; Andrew immigrated 17 Nov 1860 on SS Teutonia from Hamburg to New York, and Andr Czaplinski 25 German tailor; Served in U.S. Civil War, as a private in 12th Reg. Veteran Reserve Corps Company K, also 37th Ohio Volunteers Co. B, originally filed as Andrew Czalapinsky (aka Andreas Chaplinsky), wounded twice, honorably discharged 9 Sep 1864; TCD 1867: prop.(rieter) Poos office saloon (Post Office), Madison Avenue, Toledo; also seen as being in the mercantile business until 1871 in Toledo, 1872 bought 160 (later adding 80 more) acres of land in Caldwell Twp, Sumner Co, Kansas and farmed there.

BA(with ogonek)CZAK

CZARNECKI Adalbert (aka George, Albert, Wojciech) bc 1830 Poland d 11 Jan 1900 Dubois IL (m 1856 Odrowaz, Poland) to BACZAK (aka Benshak) Maryanna bc 1836 Poland; earliest record child bp Sep 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; residence Kuhschwanz; moved to Radom Illinois area (daughter Sophia bapt 20 May 1877 St. Michael in Radom, mother’s surname Bonczak, Bonsak in Radom records); children married in St. Charles Borromeo in Dubois Illinois

CZARNECKI Casimir (aka Kazimierz, Casimirus) bc 1853 Poland parents Adalbert CZARNECKI and Marianna, Casimir d 26 Mar 1929 Toledo bd Nativity Church (m 28 Jul 1880 St. Hedwig Toledo) to ANIELAK Maryanna bc Jan 1861 Poland parents Francis ANIELAK and Rosalia EXTEJT; earliest record Casimir gp for Nowicki child bp Mar 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; residence Vance St., saloonkeeper & grocer, members of St. Anthony then Nativity churches

CZARNECKI (aka Czerniak on marr record) Felix (aka Feliks) bc 1846 Poland parents Joseph CZARNECKI and Marianna, d 21 Sep 1915 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1872 Witkowo, Poland) to KAMINSKA Maryanna bc 1849-50 Poland parents Stanislaus KAMINSKI and Catharina, Maryanna d 29 Jan 1937 Toledo bd St. Anthony; earliest record child bp Nov 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1876; 1880 and later residence Vance St. at Hoag, Toledo, members of St. Anthony then Nativity churches

CZARNECKI (aka Czerniak on marr record) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1842 parents M. & J. CZARNECKI, Joseph d 21 Jun 1920 Bolo, Illinois, (m 1867 Niechanowo, Poland) to KAMINSKA Margaret (aka Malgorzata, Margaritha) bc 1844-47 d 19 Apr 1925; earliest child bp May 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; only child bp at St. Hedwig Jan 1876; 1880 residence Vance St. at Detroit Ave., Toledo; moved to Radom Illinois area (son Martin bapt Oct 1878 St. Michael, Radom Illinois), also in St. Charles Borromeo, Dubois, Illinois and OLPH Posen, Illinois records; Joseph may have immigrated 25 June 1872 on SS Hansa to NYC, or as Joseph Czarnecky 27 farmer from Prussia, Bremen to NYC on SS Neptune arrived 6 Jul 1870 (along with several others who settled in Toledo)
Czarnecka Marianna (maiden name Janecka) bc 1815/1816 Poland parents Michael Janecki and Theresia, Marianna d 4 Apr 1889 Toledo buried St. Anthony; Marianna Czarnecka m (1841 Chometowo, Poland) to Wojciech (the elder) Czarnecki bc 1818 parents Nicolaus Czarnecki and Catharina

Czarnecka Rozalia bc 15 July 1850 (m 15 September 1875 St. Michael, Radom, Illinois) to Kendziora Jan bc 19 Dec 1847 (witnesses Wojciech Czarnecki and Stanislaus Musielak)

Czarnecki? (recorded as Saventsky and Saneski) John m to Catharina; earliest child bp Oct 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; John, Catharina, Josephina and Louisa Saventsky gp for Czarnecki children

Czelusta (aka Cielusta) John (aka Jan, Joannes) b 18 Oct 1847 Malice, Kcynia parish, Poland parents Laurentius Czelusta and Francisca MuZolf (parents m 28 Jan 1844 Panigrodz, Poland), John d 20 Jan 1930 Toledo bd St. Stanislaus (m 6 Feb 1870 Dziewierszewo, Poland) to Bialecka Michalina b 19 Sep 1842 Malice, Poland bap Kcynia parents Adalbert Bialecki and Marianna Chelminiak, Michalina d 1 Jun 1920 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; children b Dziewierszewo Jan 1871 (Valentine) and Oct 1872 (Mariana); immigr 13 Jun 1872 SS Carl from Bremen to NYC (only Joseph (John?) Czesulte 25 farmer, with Michel Bialetzky 23 and Johann Bialetzky 31); Michalina gp for Bialecki child bp Dec 1874 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp Jun 1875 St. Mary; first child bp Nov 1877 St. Hedwig; 1880 and later residence Dexter St.

Czerniejewski John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1850 d 15 Oct 1942 Ashley, Illinois (m 21 Nov 1875 St. Hedwig Toledo) to Maciejewska Anna (aka Antonina) bc 1856 d 15 Sept 1947 Ashley, Illinois; John gp for Anielak-Czerniejewski child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; first child bp Jan 1877 St. Hedwig; son Stan age one year d 12 Dec 1880 St. Michael Radom IL; John was a marriage witness for 1882 marriage of Frank Anielak and Marianna Czerniejewski in Dubois, Illinois; John immigrated 16 April 1872 on SS Bremen to NYC; Other Czerniejewskis: Martin Anielak m Marianna Czerniejewski (parents Adalbert Czerniejewski and Theresa), Andreas Lukasiewicz m Josepha Czerniejewska, Adalbert Nowicki m Antonina Czerniejewska, all from Lopienno parish; also Albina Carniejewski gp for Lisiakowski child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Albina Czerniejewska m John Kozielek 8 Feb 1876 in Radom, and they lived in Dubois, Illinois (son Michael baptized St. Charles Borromeo 22 September 1878); other relatives of Czerniejewskis migrated to the Dubois and Radom, Illinois area; Adalbert (aka Wojciech) Czerniejewski bc 123 d 6 July 1903 St. Michael Radom IL (m 1843 Lopienno, Poland) to Theresia Stelmaszek/Stelmaszewskia bc 1824 d 19 Sep 1900 St. Michael Radom IL [Adalbert and Theresa may be the parents of all/many of these Czerniejewskis]; Joseph Czerniejewski d 7 Oct 1938 Jefferson Co. IL age 76 yr 9 mo 24 da; Rose Pelzick Czerniejewski d 29 Nov 1940 age 65 yrs; Michael Czerniejewski d 17 Dec 1943 Blissville Twp IL age 84 yr 3 mo 8 da; Francisca Czerniejewska m Valentine Pierzchalski, ch d 1886 Radom IL; immigrated 11 Oct 1872 to NYC on SS Minerva: Czerniejewski – Georg 55, Therese 53, Johann 23, Balwine 16, Michael 11, Joseph 9, Francisca 6

Czerniejewski John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1850 parents probably Adalbert Czerniejewski and Theresa

Stelmaszek/Stelmaszewskia from Lopienno, Poland, John d 15 Oct 1942 Ashley, Illinois (m 21 Nov 1875 St. Hedwig Toledo) to Maciejewska Anna (aka Antonina) bc 1856 d 15 Sept 1947 Ashley, Illinois; John gp for Anielak-Czerniejewski child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; first child bp Jan 1877 St. Hedwig; son Stan age one year d 12 Dec 1880 St. Michael Radom IL; John was a marriage witness for 1882 marriage of Frank Anielak and Marianna Czerniejewska in Dubois, Illinois; John immigrated 16 April 1872 on SS Bremen to NYC
CZERNIEJEWSKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech)
bc 1823 d 6 July 1903 St. Michael Radom IL (m 1843 Lopienno, Poland) to Therisia
STELMASZAK/STELMASZEWSKA bc 1824 d 19 Sep 1900 St. Michael Radom IL; immigrated 11 Oct 1872 to NYC on SS Minerva: CZERNIEJEWSKY – Georg 55, Therese 53, Johann 23, Balwine (Balbina) 16, Michael 11, Joseph 9, Francisca 6 [No record of them living in Toledo, Ohio, they were too old to have children baptized, and not there for the 1880 census]

Other CZERNIEJEWSKIS: [Adalbert and Theresa may be the parents of all/many of these Czerniejewskis]: Martin Anielak m Marianna Czerniejewska (parents Adalbert Czerniejewski and Theresa), Andreas Lukasiewicz m Josepha Czerniejewska, Adalbert Nowicki m Antonina Czerniejewska, all from Lopienno parish; also Balbina Carniejewski gp for Lisiakowski child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Balbina Czerniejewska m John Kozielek 8 Feb 1876 in Radom, and they lived in Dubois, Illinois (son Michael baptized St. Charles Borromeo 22 September 1878); Joseph Czerniejewski d 7 Oct 1938 Jefferson Co. IL age 76 yr 9 mo 24 da; Rose Pelzick Czerniejewski d 29 Nov 1940 age 65 yrs; Michael Czerniejewski d 17 Dec 1943 Blissville Twp IL age 84 yr 3 mo 8 da; Francisca CZERNIEJEWSKA m Valentine Pierzchalski, ch d 1886 Radom IL; other relatives of Czerniejewskis migrated to the Dubois and Radom, Illinois area; immigrated 11 Oct 1872 to NYC on SS Minerva: CZERNIEJEWSKY – Georg 55, Therese 53, Johann 23, Balwine 16, Michael 11, Joseph 9, Francisca 6

Other CZERNIEJEWSKIS: Martin Anielak m Marianna Czerniejewska (parents Adalbert Czerniejewski and Theresa), Andreas Lukasiewicz m Josepha Czerniejewska, Adalbert Nowicki m Antonina Czerniejewska, all from Lopienno parish; also Balbina Carniejewski gp for Lisiakowski child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Balbina Czerniejewska m John Kozielek 8 Feb 1876 in Radom, and they lived in Dubois, Illinois (son Michael baptized St. Charles Borromeo 22 September 1878); other relatives of Czerniejewskis migrated to the Dubois and Radom, Illinois area

CZISCHKY (Ciezki?) Charles (aka Carl) m to Constance (aka Charlotte); Toledo City Directory: 1875

CZUBEK Jacob bc 1844 Poland d 26 Sep 1891 Toledo; earliest record child bp Aug 1874 St. Mary Toledo (no mother's name given, probably Josepha); married three or four times: m 1 to NOWAK Josepha bc 1848 (children bp 1874, Mar 1876 St. Hedwig) Josepha d c Oct 1877; m 2 to ----ROWSKA (aka SASOROWSKA) Catharina bc 1855-1861 m 1878 St. Hedwig (child bp Feb 1882), Catharina Shubek d 3 Jan 1883 Hausman St. Toledo; m 3 to BIALKOWSKA Joanna (child bp Aug 1884, Mar 1890); m 4 to KASPERSKA Anna (m 18 Jun 1883 St. Hedwig) (child bp Feb 1887); are Joanna and Anna the same person?; 1880 residence Maple St. Toledo, Bronson St. (in 1891); Jac. Shimbeck farmer 29, Josephine Shimbeck 25, Anton 4, Franz 6 mo immigrated 19 April 1873 on SS Carl from Prussia to NYC

DABROWSKA (with Polish diactrical under the first A)
DABROWSKA (recorded Dabowskni) Sophia bc 1810 d 31 Jul 1878 Vance St. Toledo age 68 years bd Forest Cemetery Toledo; husband probably was Matthias DOMBROWSKI/DABROWSKI; their daughter may be Mary DOMBROWSKA m to Stanislaus LEWINSKI (see their entry)

LEWINSKI Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley, and also Charles Stanislaus) bc 1848 (m 21 Sep 1875 SS. Peter & Paul) to DOMBROWSKA (recorded Saboreska and Sabufski) Mary bc 28 Jan 1858 father Matthias DOMBROWSKI, Mary d 24 Apr 1935 Leland Ave. Toledo

DALKOWSKI Adalbert [aka Wojciech, Albert, George] b 1843 Szubin, Poland d Jun 1885 (28 Jul sic, Lucas County Civil records) Toledo (m 1869 Szubin, Poland) to PYSZKA Michalina (aka Mary) bc 1849 Poland, Michalina (Pyszka Dalkowska) BRZECZKA d 9 Apr 1930 Toledo bd St. Adalbert; earliest child bp Nov 1872 St. Mary Toledo; residences Everett St, Warsaw St. (1880, called Locust St.); Adalbert (as
Wogriech Dalkowsky) immigrated 13 May 1872 on SS Deutschland to NYC: (Adalbert was gp for Simon Witucki’s child bp Feb 1872 Szubin, Poland; Michalina was gp for brother Adalbert PYSZKA’s child bp 9 Jun 1872 Szubin, Poland); Michalina m 2 to Michal BRZECZKA – his mother Christina JESKA, Michal bc 1861 d 11 May 1927 Toledo bd St. Adalbert
[Albert died 28 June 1885, was shot and killed in the Polish Riot at St. Hedwig.]
St. Anthony Orphanage:
Frank Dalkowsky b Toledo Ohio Nov. 6 1872 father Albert Dalkowsky Dec.[deceased] mother Mary Pyszka Catholic date of admission June 29, 1885 date of departure July 14, 1885 to his mother
William Dalkowsky b same July 14, 1876 father A. Dalkowsky mother Mary Pyszka same

DLABEL (aka DLABAL?) John Toledo City Directory: 1870 bricklayer resides Canal and Segur Aves.

DONELSKA (aka Danielska) Michalina gp Mar 1867 St. Mary Toledo for child of Jacob Markowski and Antonia Donelska (Danielska), Ludwik Tomschack also gp; did she marry Tomschack?

DONARSKI Andreas (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc 1850 Poland father George (Wojciech) DONARSKI, Andrew d 19 May 1922 Toledo (m 27 Jan 1880 St. Hedwig Toledo) to BLEJA Marianna bc 1860 Poland d 26 May 1905 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Andreas witness for Ignatius Donarski m 1876, also gp for Kalka-Donarska child bp Aug 1877 St. Hedwig; 1900 residence Swanton Township, Ohio; her parents may be Adalbert Bleja and Anna Michalska from Szubin parish?

DONARSKI Ignatius (aka Ignacy, Ignace) bc Oct 1847 Smolinska (probably Smogulec), Poland parents Maciej (aka Mathias) DONARSKI and Mary(anna) HOFFMANN, Ignatius d 22 Jul 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 30 Oct 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo) to ROCHOWIAK Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) d 4 Sep 1929 Toledo; Ignatius witness for Adalbert Wyczynski and Frances Donarska m Sep 1874 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp Aug 1877 St. Hedwig; Ignatz Dunarski 26 farmer and Andreas Dunarski 22 farmer arr 18 Apr 1872 at Castle Garden NYC from Posen SS Johanne Marie to Illinois; 1880 residence Grove St. (200-300 Bronson Ave.), also lived in Temperance, Michigan (Monroe Co.); other Donarskis: Josepha Donarska m Jacob Kalka

DRZEWIECKI Frank (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1846 Poland d 20 Sep 1894 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 30 Oct 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo) to OBERSKA Marianna bc 1855 Poland parents Albert OBERSKI and Constantia PASZKIEWICZ, Mary d 14 Dec 1918 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; residence Dexter St.; carpenter; St. Mary/St. Francis de Sales Cemetery; section 11, lot 335 (old lot 639) – Mary Drzewiecki Dec 14, 1918, Frank Drzewiecki Sep 26, 1894, Pelacia (no date)

DSCHENKOWSKY (Jankowski? Derczykowski?) Edward (m 5 May 1874 St. Mary Toledo) to BUKOWSKA Constantia, witnesses Joseph Dschwenkowsky and Maria Weber

DUDEK Adalbert (aka Wojciech, George, Albert) b 23 Mar 1840 Suchorecz, Szaradowo parish, Poland parents Michal DUDEK and Marianna PTAK (aka Ptaszynska); Adalbert d 9 Jan 1914 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 3 Nov 1872 Szaradowo, Poland) to MUSZYNSKA Josepha b 19 Oct 1843 Sipiory, Poland bapt Kcynia, Poland parents Philip MUSZYNSKI and Marianna KUS, Josepha d 21 Aug 1899 Toledo; immigrated 6 Jul 1870 Bremen to NYC SS Neptune; earliest child bp Jun 1874 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp Sep 1880 St. Hedwig; 1880 census: Middleton Twp, Wood County – George Dudek sawmill hand, with wife and children; 1910 census: George’s residence Lucas County Infirmary

EGGERT Charles (aka Carolus, Carl) bc 1806-1813 d 15 May 1872 at 391 Walnut St. Toledo bd Catholic Cemetery (m 1842 Rosko, Poland) to HULEK (with Polish L) Ludovica (aka Louisa) bc 1817; earliest record for family: female M.(aria) Eggert confirmed 1873 St. Mary Toledo; Ludovica and her children
were gps for many Poles at St. Mary Toledo in 1870s; Francis Eggert gp for Brzozowski child bp Sep 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; Frank and Mary Eggert gps for Goncz child bp Aug 1876 St. Hedwig; St. Mary Census: 351 Walnut St., Eggert Ludovica widow, and her children Lucia Mrs. Gensler, Julia Mrs. Stehling, Francis born 1851, Ludovicus born 1851, Maria born 25 Feb 1860; immigrated 13 January 1864 to NYC on SS Humboldt (Ludowika 42, Lucia 20, Juliane 16, Franz 14, Lorenz 11)

EXTEJT (aka Eikstaedt, Eksztet, Eksztejt) Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc 1842 Poland parents Jacob EXTEJT and Dorota, Andrew d 26 Feb 1915 bd St. Anthony (m 1867 Lopienno, Poland) to ROBAKOWSKA (Robakowska on marriage; aka Robaszewska, Robaczynska) Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) bc 1839 Poland father John RYWALSKI? (on death cert), Josephine d 12 Apr 1924 Toledo bd St. Anthony; immigrated 1 May 1872 on SS Doctor Barth: Echstaedt – Andreas 30, Josepha 28, Johan 11 months, Frnz 1 month; spent 14 months in Buffalo; earliest record child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp at St. Hedwig Feb 1876; first residence Blum and Vance; residence Hamilton St.

EXTEJT Dorota (aka Dora) bc 1798 Poland d 1902 Toledo, m to Jacob EXTEJT; Dora immigrated 1876; 1900 residence Buckingham, Kuhschwanz; parents of Andrew EXTEJT

FILIPSKI Stephen (aka Szczepan) bc 26 Dec 1844/1845 parents John FILIPSKI, Szczepan d 23 Apr 1914 Toledo m (c 1869) to GOLASZEWSKA Rosalia (aka Rose) bc Feb 1849/1854 d 25 Mar 1929 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated 17 May 1873 to NYC on SS Christel (Stephan Philipski 28, Rosalie 25, Francisca 4); earliest child bp St. Hedwig Sep 1877; residence Mettler St.

FLIS (aka Fleiss, Fliess) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 14 Feb 1844 Posen parents John FLEISS and Anna MEYERS, John d 22 Apr 1922 Toledo and m 1 to SABUSSKI (aka Saboreski) [correctly DOMBROWSKA/DOBROWSKA?] Elizabeth (aka Louisa) d 13 April 1880 Toledo bd SS Peter & Paul; earliest record child bp Nov 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; gps for early 1870s baptisms; John m 2 WESOLOWSKA Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis and Ida) bc 25 Dec 1862 Poland father Frank WESOLOWSKI and Frances MUSIELAK, Agnes Wesolowska Flis aka “Ida Fleece” d 1 Sep 1952 Toledo, John and Agnes (m 25 Oct 1880 St. Hedwig); residence Adams Township (later called west Toledo), farmer; Johann Fleisc 27 farmer, Louise Fleisc 25 wife, Robert Fleisc infant 0 mo immigrated 13 July 1872 on SS Celestial Empire to NYC STRENSKI (recorded as Strenski) (Is this surname supposed to be FLIS?) John m to Elizabeth; only record child bp Aug 1875 SS. Peter & Paul

GALDZIEWICZ (aka Golzewitsch) Casimir (aka Kazimierz, Casimirus) (m May 1874 St. Mary) to GRZEZIAK (aka Grzesk) Constantia; earliest child bp Jan 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; two children bp Jun 1878 and Oct 1880 St. Hedwig; probable residence Kuhschwanz

GA(with ogonek)SIOROWSKI GASIOROWSKI (aka Gonsiorowski) Louis (aka Ludwik, Ludovicus) bc 1850 “Baszewice” (probably Daszewice in Gluszyna parish) near Wrzesnia, Poland parents Bartholomew GASIOROWSKI and Antonina STODOLINSKA (aka Stodolina), Louis d 9 Aug 1913 Toledo, bd St. Hedwig (m 4 Feb 1878 St. Hedwig) to NAWROT Mary bc August 1862 Wysmowo, Trzemesno parish, Poland parents John NAWROT and Magdalena; earliest record Louis gp for Ryszka child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; Joh. Nawiot 30 immigrated 17 Apr 1872 SS Thuringia to NYC; Magdalena Naurot 30 and Marie Naurot 9 immigrated 5 Oct 1872 SS Allemania to NYC ; Mary was a midwife; residence Lagrange St.; Mary (m 2 4 Jun 1917 St. Hedwig) to Joseph Wielinski widower from Brzyskorzystew parish, Poland; Mary Nawrot Gasiorowski Wielinski d 7 July 1926 Toledo, residence Dexter St.

GLOBEN (Golembiewski?) George married to Josepha; only record child bp Mar 1875 SS. Peter & Paul
GOLEBIEWSKI with Polish L and hook under E (aka Golembiewski)

GOLEBIEWSKI John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1839 Poland (m 1862 Juncewo, Poland) to BRYKACZ Anna bc 1841 Poland; earliest record child bp Oct 1875 St. Hedwig; John and Anna gps for Pawlicz child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; therefore, Anna d 15 Oct 1876 to Jan 1877; John m 2 to KATAFIASZ Praxeda (8 Jan 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo); 1880 residence Vance St. at Heston, Toledo, Kuhschwanz area

GOLEBIEWSKI Joseph; only records gps for Jasinski child bp Jun 1874 St. Mary Toledo and gps for John Golebiewski child bp Nov 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo

GOLEBIEWSKI Michael (aka Mieczyslaw, Michal) bc 1853 Cerekwica, Poland parents Jacob GOLEBIEWSKI and Hedwig BRYKACZ, Michael d 7 Sep 1925 Sylvania OH (m 10 Jan 1882 St. Hedwig Toledo) to KUKLA Mary bc 1860 Poland d 30 Mar 1889 Toledo bd St. Anthony; Michael (m 2 19 Aug 1889 St. Anthony) m 2 to Anna GOZDOWSKA bc 1864 father Henry GOZDOWSKI, Anna d 3 Nov 1923 Sylvania Twp, OH; Michael gps for Katafiasz child bp Feb 1877 St. Hedwig; residence Sylvania Township Ohio; members of St. Stanislaus

GOLEBIEWSKI Valentine (aka Walenty, Valentinus) bc 1846 Poland mother Josepha, Valentine d 18 Jan 1882 Toledo bd St. Francis de Sales Cemetery (m 1869 Cerekwica, Poland) to ANDRZEJEWSKA Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha, Josephina) bc 1851 Poland d 6 Oct 1916 Toledo bd St. Anthony; earliest record Valentine gps for Kujawa child bp Jun 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Valentine and Josepha’s child bp Sep 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; residence Lucas St., Kuhschwanz; Valentin, Josefa and infant Ignatz Golzbiwski immigrated 30 April 1873 on SS Thuringia to NYC with Michl. Golzbiwski age 62

GOLEBIEWSKA Hedwig (aka Hattie) bc 1819-1822 Poland parents Andrew BRYKACZ and Frances, Hedwig d 20 Aug 1899 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1850 Cerekwica, Poland) to Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) GOLEBIEWSKI bc 1822 Poland, Hedwig was widow of Martin Romel (m 1837 Cerekwica); mother of Michael GOLEBIEWSKI bc 1853 Cerekwica, Paul GOLEBIEWSKI bc 1856 (m Victoria Sobota), and Ignatius GOLEBIEWSKI bc 1863 Cerekwica (m Maricanna Muszynska)

GOLEBIEWSKA Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) bc 1822; mother of Valentine GOLEBIEWSKI, husband possibly Michael Golebiewski

GOMULSKI (aka Gomolski, Gomolski, Gumla, Honseski) Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1835 Chawldno, Poland father Adam GOMOLSKI, Anthony d 4 Oct 1919 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1860 Golancz, Poland) to KUJAWA (aka Kujawska) Catharine (aka Katarzyna, Catharina) bc 1839 Poland parents Jacob KUJAWSKI bc 1790 and Rozalia PIJANOWSKA bc 1812; Catharine d 22 Oct 1917 Toledo bd St. Anthony; immigrated April 1872 on SS Augusta; earliest record child bp Mar 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp Apr 1877 St. Hedwig; 1880 and later residence Nebraska Ave. at Hoag, Toledo, Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony; also from Chojna parish Poland

GONCZ (aka Ganc, Gosch, Gentsch) Valentine (aka Walenty, Valentinus) bc 11 Feb 1845 Poland 25 Sep 1902 bd St. Mary Church Toledo m to KAMINSKA Julianna bc 16 May 1844 Poland parents Ignatius KAMINSKI and Aniela TROSKOLASKA?, Julia d 5 Oct 1932 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp May 1871 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp Aug 1876 St. Hedwig; St. Mary Census: Gentsch Valentin Evrette St., wife Julianna, children; St. Mary parishioners; may have immigrated 15 June 1864 to NYC on SS Shakespeare
GORNY Michael (aka Mieczyslaw, Michal) bc 1838 Poland parents parents Francis GORNY and Francisca, Michael d 27/28 Oct 1922 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1866 Gora Znin, Poland) to MAZANA Marianna (aka Marcyanna, Martha, Mary) bc 1845 Gora, Poland parents John MAZANY and Antonina WASIELEWSKA; Marianna d 11 Apr 1909 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Mulberry St., later Mettler St.; more information available about Mazany and Wasielewskis; immigrated 10 May 1873 to NYC on SS New York (age 33)

GORNY Thomas (aka Tomasz) bc 1834-37 Poland parents Adalbert GORNY (d 30 Oct 1869 Dziewierzewo, Poland) and Catharina JASKOLSKA (d 20 Sep 1867 Dziewierzewo), Thomas d 2 Feb 1932 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1861 Szubin, Poland) to ROGOWSKA Maryanna b 14 Apr 1843 Pinsk, Szubin parish, Poland parents Jacob ROGOWSKI and Marianna WESOLEK, Maryanna d 18 May 1903 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Thomas (m 1 1858 Kcynia, Poland) to Antonina WEDZINSKA bc 1828 parents John and Nepomucena Wedzinski, Antonina d Jan 1861, at son John’s birth; Thomas and Maryanna were gps for children bp 1874 St. Mary Toledo; their first child bp at St. Mary Feb 1875; first child bp at St. Hedwig Dec 1876; Thomas and Maryanna are parents of Josephine Gorna (b 1863) m Frank SMOROWSKI, Jacob (b 1865) m Theophila Gust, Michael (b 1871) m Anastasia Legowski, etc.; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St.; later Mettler St., Islington St., Toledo; more information on family from Dziewierzewo and Kcynia parishes available; immigrated 10 May 1873 to NYC on SS New York (age 30); Thoma and Maryanna’s son Jakub b 2 Jul 1865 Januszkowo, Gora Znin parish, Poland

GORNA Victoria widow of Gorny, maiden name SEMPOLOWICZ (m 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo) to JOZWIAK Adalbert [see entry]

GORNA Victoria bc 1848 widow of Andreas GORNY bc 1842 d before 1874 (m 1868 Izdebno, Poland), maiden name SEMPOLOWICZ (m2 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo) to JOZWIAK Adalbert [see entry]

GRABAREK (aka Grabarski, Grabarczak) Valentine (aka Valentius) (may have been born Valentine GRABAREK 10 Jan 1852 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland parents Laurentius GRABAREK and Marianna Hermann) (m 21 Sep 1874 St. Mary) to JAKUBOWSKA Michalina (Michalina JAKUBOWSKA b 4 Sep 1855 Kujawki, Czeszewo Wagrowiec parish, Poland parents Andreas JAKUBOWSKI and Majanna STAIDUCEK, Michalina twin of Marjanna; two children bp 1880 and 1882 St. Hedwig; immigrated as Walentz Grabareck 15 Nov 1871 on SS Silesia to NYC; daughters of Andreas Jakubowski: Agnes (m KORTAS, see entry) immigrated as Janociska (probably Agnieska) Jacobowsky age 18, Josefa Jacobowsky (m KLESCH, see entry) age 15, and Michaelina Jacobowsky (m GRABAREK, see entry) age 10 all on SS Jenny on 19 July 1870 to NYC

GRAMZA (aka Grams) Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc 19 Apr 1840 Poland parents Ludwik GRAMZA and Maryanna, Wojciech d 15 May 1938 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1869 Miescisko, Poland) to MICHALAK Magdalena bc 1849 Poland; earliest record child bp Mar 1874 St. Mary; earliest record at St. Hedwig Adalbert gp for child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; first child bp at St. Hedwig Aug 1876; Adalbert m 2 WOZNIAK Anna widow (m 1 Feb 1892 St. Hedwig); immigrated as Georg Grams farmer, with Magdalena wife and infant Maryanna on 16 May 1872 on SS Gessner to NYC; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St., later Haskins St. (now called Bronson Ave.); Martin Michalak may be Magdalena’s brother

GRATZ (aka Gatz on ancestry.com, Graetz on CW soldiers website) Jacob bc Sep 1833-1838 Germany (m 1856) to Christian R. b Mar 1821 Germany; Jacob Grotz age 16 immigrated from Liverpool to NYC on SS Gondor arrived 14 May 1852; Jacob Gratz enlisted 1 Sep 1861 as a private in Ohio Infantry 37th Regiment Co F, mustered out as private 26 Jun 1865; 1900 census: resided Oregon, Ohio; a Jacob Kratz or Gratz d 1903 Ohio
GROCHOWSKA Valentina gp for Szwajkowski-Purchlewska child bp Jan 1877 St. Hedwig; A Valentina Grochowski was gp in St. Joseph Fremont OH Oct 1876

GRUNTKOWSKI Frank bc 1841 near Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland parents Michael GRUNTKOWSKI and Mary, Frank d 10 June 1903 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1867 Czeszewo Wagrowiec) to Francisca NOWAK bc 1845 d 23 Jan 1900 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Franz Grundkowski 29 immigrated 13 July 1872 on SS Celestial Empire to NYC; residence Central Ave.

GRUNTKOWSKI (aka Grzedkowski, Grondkowski, Grantkowski, Gradkowski) Michael (aka Mieczyslaw, Michal) bc Dec 1839 Wągrowiec, Poland parents Michael GRUNTKOWSKI and Mary, Michael d 29 Sep 1915 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1864 Czeszewo Wągrowiec, Poland) to DALKA (aka Dolka) Anna bc 1841 Poland father August DOLKA (parents August on marr rcd, Jacob and Agnes? on death rcd), Anna d 15 Jul 1915 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Michael gp for Czubek child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig; their first child bp Dec 1881 St. Hedwig; residence Hartman St. and Mulberry St., St. Hedwig parish; Michael Grundkowski 35 farmer and Marianne Grundkowski 58 mother immigrated 22 Apr 1873 on SS Johanne Marie to NYC

GRUNTKOWSKI Mary bc 1803-1814 d 15 Jan 1888 bd St. Hedwig; Michael Grundowski 35 farmer and Marianne Grunkowski 58 mother immigrated 22 Apr 1873 on SS Johanne Marie to NYC; mother of Frank and Michael GRUNTKOWSKI

GRUZEWSKI Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) bc 25 July1835/1845 Trzemeszno, Poland parents Jacob Gruzewski and Rosalia, Jacob d 14 Mar 1918 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, Jacob m to SZUBARGA Valeria bc 1853 near Niestronno, Poland father Peter SZUBARGA and Catharina PRYBA, Valeria d 8 Oct 1925 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record in Toledo Jacob witness for 1878 marriage of Czubek St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Jul 1879 St. Hedwig Toledo; shoemaker; children b NY c 1868 et al, then b OH 1879; 1880 residence Noble St. at Locust St. Toledo

GRZECKI (aka Gretski) Janns (aka John) bc 1812 d 31 Mar 1880 Toledo buried SS. Peter & Paul (age 68 years); m to EICHTER Antonina; earliest record child bp Jun 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo

GRZEGOREK John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1846 Poland parents Adalbert GRZEGOREK and Marianna ROGOS (aka ROGOWSKA), John d 12 Nov 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 10 Nov 1868 Gora Znin) to MAJCHRZAK Maryanna bc 1849 Brzyskorzystew, Poland parents Lucas MAJCHRZAK and Mary SLUPECKA, Maryanna d 11 Sep 1913 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Jul 1874 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Bronson Ave. Toledo, St. Hedwig parish; John m 2 (m 2 on 4 May 1914 St. Hedwig) to Agnes KOPYDLOWSKA widow, b 9 Jan 1850 Morakowo, Czeszewo parish, Poland parents Andreas CZAJKOWSKI and Marianna PRZYBYL (m 22 Nov 1846 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland); Maryanna, dtr of John and Maryanna, b 8 Dec 1871 Januszkowo, Gora Znin parish, Poland

GRZEGOREK (aka Gegiock) Marianna (maiden name ROGOWSKA aka ROGOS) bc 1815 Pinsk, Szubin parish, Poland parents Mathaeus ROGOWSKI and Dorothea, Marianna Grzegorek d 30 May 1892 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Marianna ROGOWSKA (m 24 Nov 1839 Szubin, Poland) to Adalbert GRZEGOREK bc 1815 parents Valentine GRZEGOREK and Theresia; 1880 census: Marianna resides with dtr Michalina Grzegorek (m Thomas WROBEL) and family, age 70 at E. Lake Street, Toledo, St. Hedwig parish; more information available on Grzegoreks
GRZEGORZEWSKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) parents Michael GRZEGORZEWSKI and Victoria MARCLAWKA, Adalbert d 12 Nov 1901 Dubois IL (m 30 Oct 1873 St. Mary Toledo) to MALAWA Antonina; first child bp Jan 1878 St. Hedwig; moved to Grand Rapids, Michigan (res 1879); moved to St. Boniface, Oak Harbor Ohio, where child bp Sep 1880; may be from Czeszewo parish, Poland; moved to Radom Illinois area (children bapt St. Charles Borromeo, Dubois IL in 1880s and married there); Georg Grzegorzewski immigrated 28 May 1872 on SS Hannover to NYC

Michael GRZEGORZEWSKI 26 mother Cecilia Grzegorzewska, and Victoria MARCHWINSKA 22 parents Barth. and Magda. m 1832 Golancz

GRZEGORZEWSKI August(ine) bc 1838 parents Adam GRZEGORZEWSKI and Anna GUZA, Augustine d 12 Jul 1902 Toledo bd St. Anthony, (m 1862 Dabrowka Nowa, Poland) to NIEMCZEWSKA Antonina bc 1841 d 13 Mar 1904 Toledo bd St. Anthony?; earliest record child bp Aug 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp May 1878 St. Hedwig; members St. Anthony; possibly immigrated as August Gregowski on 24 May 1873 on SS Parthia to NYC; were they from Cerekwica parish?

GRZEGORZEWSKI Victor gp for August’s child bp Aug 1875 [mistaken for Wojciech Grzegorzewski?]; Victoria Grzegorek d 8 Sep 1926 bd St. Hedwig

GRZEZIAK Marcel (m 4 Aug 1876 St. Hedwig) to RANTZ Marianna; 3 children bp St. Hedwig; Hausman St.

GRZEZINSKI Michael (aka Mieczyslaw, Michal) bc 20 Sep 1851 Poland parents Tomasz GRZEZINSKI and Catherine JENDRZEJEWSKA, Michael d 8 Jun 1933 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 28 Sep 1874 St. Mary Toledo) to PRELINSKA Julianna bc 1851-54 Szubin, Poland parents John PRELINSKI and Catharina, Julianna d 21 Sep 1915 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Julianna Prelinska was gp for John LUZNY’s child bp Jul 1872 Szubin, Poland; first child bp Oct 1875 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1877; 1880 residence Dexter St.; brother of Michael is George (Adalbert) GRZEZINSKI bc 1860, m to Frances, 1880 residence Dexter St. and also Utica St.; also is Jacob GRZEZINSKI (relationship unknown) bc 1842 m to Leokadia bc 1848; she - Julie Prylinska 20 immigrated 3 Nov 1873 on SS Weser to NYC

GULCZYNSKI (aka Golczynski, Gulchinski, Gulcz, now Gulch) Mathew (aka Maciej, Mateusz, fMatthias; Martin on civil death record) bc 1830 Poland d 11 Feb 1903 Toledo (m Jan 1855 Izdebno, Poland) to KORNET Michalina bc 1827 Poland d 3 Feb 1885 Toledo bd 5 Feb 1885 St. Anthony, St. Patrick Cemetery (age 61 years); residences Tecumseh St. and Campbell St., Kuhschwanz; immigrated c 1874; children Anna Golczynski bc 1857 m to Michael MALICKI, John Gulczynski bc 1862 (m 1 Maryanna Bocian, m 2 Victoria in Bronson MI), Frances Golczynski bc 1866 m to Joseph Blochowski

HALAS (aka CHALAS) Jacob (aka Jakub, Jakub, Jacobus) b 24 Jul 1833 Pinsk, Szubin parish, Poland parents Michael HALAS and Agnes NAUS(?), Jacob is the twin of Anna Halas, Jacob d 25 Jan 1918 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1857 Szubin, Poland) to GRZEGOREK Anna b 25 Jul 1835 Pinsz, Szubin parish, Poland parents Bartholomeus GRZEGOREK and Francisca CHOLEWCZYNSKA, Anna d 30 Jul 1901 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated 12 May 1873 SS Anglia to NYC [Chalas, Jacob 40 farmer, Anna 38, Cath. 11 f, Marian 8 f, Michl. 7 m, Josh. 2 m]; earliest record child bp at St. Mary July 1873, first child bp at St. Hedwig Dec 1875; 1880 residence Bronson Ave.

HAUMESSER Aloysius bc Oct 1840 Poland Germany d 10 Jul 1899 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, m to KLIMASZEWSKA Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) b 3 Dec 1845 Makowarsko, Poland parents Joseph KLIMASZEWSKI and Marianna KUJAT (parents m 3 Jun 1844 Makowarsko, Poland), Frances d 14 Aug 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Alois Hausmeister 29 immigrated 1 April 1869 on SS The Queen to
FRANCES immigrated c 1873; residence Mark St. Toledo, children b Michigan mid-1870s; occupation butcher; Frances m to Francis WINIASZEWSKI and Mrs. Frances Klimaszewski

WINIASZEWSKI d 14 Aug 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig

HELMINIAK (aka Chelminiak, Chelminski) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 23 Oct 1843 Kcynia, Poland father John HELMINIAK (John d 18 Oct 1902, Toledo, widower), Joseph d 24 Oct 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m Jan 1870 Kcynia, he was widower) to MUSZYNSKA Antonina (aka Anna) b 13 Oct 1841 Zurawia, Poland parents Philip MUSZYNSKI bc 1812 and Marianna KUS bc 1812, Antonina d 15 Feb 1928 bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Jul 1874 St. Mary; earliest record at St. Hedwig child bp Nov 1876; Joseph Chelminski gp for Chawer child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; dtr Tecla Helminiak (m Joseph RYCHLEWSKI) from Joseph Chelminiak’s first marriage (to Paulina Luck in 1868); immigrated 23 June 1870 to NYC on SS Elena (Joseph 28, Antonina 29, Marianne 17, Thekla 2); 1880 & later residence Locust (later named Warsaw) & Park sts.,Warsaw St.; see MUSZYNSKA Mary entry

HOJNACKI Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) m to EKWINSKA Catharina (aka Katarzyna, Catharina); earliest record Jacob gp for Pyszka child bp Nov 1876 St. Hedwig; first record child bp Jan 1884 St. Hedwig

HOPPE (aka Hoppa, Hopa) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1849 parents probably Michael HOPPE bc 1819 d 11 Aug 1898 Toledo bd St. Hedwig and Anna BELTER bc 1822; John d 3 Feb 1891 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; John HOPPE m to TUZYNSKI Mary bc 26 Aug 1856 father Frank TUZYNSKI, Mary remarried (14 Jan 1892 St. Hedwig) to Joseph Lyczynski bc March 1846, widower he d 11 Oct 1918 Toledo; Mary Hoppe Lyczynska d 13 Oct 1928 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; residence Locust St. (in 1891), Noble St.; also a relative? Marianna HOPPE m to Joseph PORAZINSKI before 1878; probably immigrated as Johann Hoppe with wife Marie and children Gustav and Otto, on 4 June 1874 on SS Frisia to NYC

HUDZINSKI (aka Chudzinski) Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) b 23 Jul 1846 Sadki, Poland parents Valentine CHUDZINSKI bc 21 Jan 1818 Chawlodno, Poland bp Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland and Catharina BOROWIAK bc 1815 d c 1853, Jacob d 19 Sep 1931 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 30 Oct 1870 Glesno, Poland) to BLAZEJ Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) b 9 Dec 1848 Glesno parents John BLAZEJ and Catharina BUDNIK, Josephine d 21 Jan 1935 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigr 23 Nov 1871 SS Electric NYC; earliest child bp Oct 1873 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp at St. Hedwig Feb 1876; 1880 and later residence Frederick St. near Locust St. Toledo, members of St. Hedwig; more information available

IDZIKOWSKI (recorded Esigoshky) Paul (aka Pawel, Paulus) bc 1800-1820 Poland (m 23 Jun 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo) to MATELSKA (aka METALSKA) Anna bc 1850; first child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig, records through Oct 1880; Paul’s first wife was Veronica; Anna Matelski 20 immigrated 13 Dec 1872 on SS Minnesota w family

IDZIKOWSKI? (recorded Eshkoski, Eshockoski) Stanislaus gp for Martin Sheroski child bp Aug 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo to MATELSKA (aka METALSKA) Anna bc 1850; first child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig, records through Oct 1880; Paul’s first wife was Veronica; Anna Matelski 20 immigrated 13 Dec 1872 on SS Minnesota w family

IGNASIUK Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc Nov 1860 Poland parents John IGNASIUK and BARANEK Marianna, Andrew d 9 Jun 1907 Toledo bd Calvary Cemetery (m 23 Oct 1882 St. Hedwig) to OKONSKA Rosalia bc 8 Sep 1864 Poland, parents Simon OKONSKA and Josephine (or Rosalia?) PIECZYSNSKA, Rosalia Okonska Ignasiak d 1 June 1947 Toledo; Andreas witness for Lucia Rejent
widow marr Feb 1878 St. Hedwig to John Prala; residence Tecumseh St. Kuhswanz; Simon Okonski age 84 yrs of 1274 Nebraska Ave. d 13 Nov 1904 Toledo bd Calvary Cemetery

IGNASIAT John (aka Jan) bc 1827 Poland d 7 Oct 1904 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1850 Cerekwica) to BARANEK Marianna bc 1832 Poland d 23 Jul 1916 Toledo bd St. Anthony; Mary Ignasiak gp for Lawecki child bp Aug 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Nebraska Ave.; Joh Ignasiak 47 immigrated 20 June 1873 on SS Helene to NYC

JABLONSKI Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) witness for Florian Rochowiak marriage Jul 1875 St. Mary Toledo and gp for Slaboszewski child bp May 1876 St. Hedwig; is he the son of Martin Jablonski and Marianna Gorecka, b Grocholin, Szubin parish, 2 Nov 1845?; did he move to Manistee, Michigan? [John b 1 Aug 1879 Maniste, parents Andrew Joberonskie and Mary, parents born Poland]

Note: there are two different men named Anthony Jagodzinski:

JAGODZINSKI Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1832/1836 Glisno, Poland (“pod Poznaniem” near or under Poznan, Glesno parish?) father Michael JAGODZINSKI, Anthony d 8 March 1920 Toledo, mc 1857 to POWALSKA Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc 1832 Poland d 5 Oct 1911 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Aug 1869 St. Mary Toledo; only child recorded at St. Hedwig bp Feb 1876; reportedly immigrated 15 May 1868 to NY on SS Dorette; first home on Scott Street, 2 blocks north of old St. Mary Church; 1880 residence Bronson St.; 1880 census: includes Jacob POWALSKI age 30 brother-in-law

JAGODZINSKI Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1844 Poland d before 1900 (m 1869 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to CZAJKOWSKA Maryanna bc 1849/1851 Poland father Andrew CZAJKOWSKI, Mary d 19 Sep 1893 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated 16 June 1871 to NYC on SS Auguste (Ant. 27, Marhe 22, Joseph 5 infant); earliest record child bp Sep 1872 St. Mary Toledo; first record child bp Dec 1875 St. Hedwig; residence Elm St.

JAGODZINSKI John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1812-1814-1818 Poland parents Joseph JAGODZINSKI and Hedwig, John d 24 Jun 1893 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1842 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to Hedwig WYSOCKA bc 1819 Poland parents Stanislaus WYSOCKI and Catharina; immigrated 8 April 1872 on SS Donau to NYC; gp for Komorowski child bp Mar 1875; 1885 janitor at St. Hedwig school, boards with Rev. V. Lewandowski

JAKUBOWSKI (aka Jakobowski) Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc 1820-1821 near Kujawki, Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland parents Nicolaus JAKUBOWSKI and Hedwig, Andrew d 16 May 1879 Bronson Ave. Toledo bd St. Mary Cemetery (m 1 18 Oct 1846 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to m 1 Marianna STACZURCZAK (aka STAIDJUZCACZ) bc 1826 parents Jacob STACZURCZAK and Regina, Marianna d Poland (m 2 22 May 1859 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to m 2 ROGALINSKA Mariana bc 1832 Czeszewo, Poland parents Martin ROGALINSKI and Agnes; TCD 1874-75 Andrew laborer Franklin Ave. Toledo; 1880 residence Franklin Ave. (later named Mettler); 1880 census: Jacoboski Mary age 50 housekeeper; Marianna m next (m 16 Nov 1880 St. Hedwig) Andrew WOJKEWICZ widow; daughters Agnes (m KORTAS, see entry) immigrated as Janociska (probably Agnieska) Jacobowsky age 18, Josefa Jacobowsky (m KLESCH, see entry) age 15, and Michaelina Jacobowsky (m GRABAREK, see entry) age 10 on SS Jenny on 19 July 1870 to NYC

JANISZEWSKI? (aka Januszewski) Teodor bc 1820 Poland d 18 Sep 1882 at Nebraska & Junction Toledo buried St. Francis de Sales Ceretemy (Theodor Zanuszewski, 62 yrs laborer, COD old age, TCD p 128); witness for Frank Skolmowski marr May 1875 at (sic) St. Hedwig; also (recorded Janiski) Josepha
witness for Laurentius Rochowiak and Rosalia Skolmowska (recorded Rosalia Janiszewski) m May 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; a Mary Janiszewska d Jun 1901 age 82 bd St. Anthony; is his name really Frank Janiszewski? [Frank Janiszewski m Josepha Malak 1863 Gora Znin, Poland]

JANKOWSKI Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1836-40 Zerniki near Wagrowiec, Poland father Michael JANKOWSKI, Joseph d 9 Jun 1910 Toledo bd Calvary Cemetery (m 1864 Juncewo, Poland) to DUSZYNSKA Michalina (aka Victoria) bc 1842 Poland d 7 Nov 1919 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; first child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; residence Springfield Twp. Ohio; members of St. Stanislaus

JASINSKI Lawrence (aka Wawrzyniec, Laurentius) m to Anna; only record child bp Jun 1874 St. Mary Toledo

JOZWIAK Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) (m 14 Jan 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo) to SEMPOLOWICZ Victoria (aka Wyktyra) widow of GORMY; moved to Manistee, Michigan; may be sister of Marianna SEMPOLOWICZ married to Jacob LUCZYK both from Izdebo, Poland; Georg Jozwiak imm 11 Oct 1872 to NYC on SS Minerva by self; see Andreas Gorny entry for more about Victoria

JOZWIAK Martin (aka Marcin, Martinus) m to IDZIKOWSKA Emilia; Emilia gp for Wesołowski child bp May 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; only child bp Jun 1876 St. Hedwig; moved to Manistee, Michigan: son Stanislas Joviak b 7 May 1878 Manistee; Martin Jozwiak widower residing in Manistee in 1920

KALAS Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1819 Poland d 31 Mar 1904 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, m to KORDAS (aka Kortas) Anna bc 1834 Poland d 30 Jul 1901 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Sep 1868 and another Mar 1870 both St. Mary; first of two children bp at SS. Peter & Paul Feb 1872; two children bp at St. Hedwig Dec 1875 & Mar 1878; Joseph Kallass 43 farmer with wife Anna 26 and children Peter and Anton immigrated 8 June 1866 on SS Atalanta to NYC; reportedly Anna immigrated with her brother Frank KORTAS, they left port of Hamburg 15 May 1866, no record found; 1880 and later residence Bronson Ave.; Kortases reportedly from Tuchola parish, and Kortas from Bylaw parish; Anton KORTAS b 22 Jan 1865 Bylaw parish, Poland

KALAS Frank bc 1836 d 23 Jun 1926 Radom Illinois (aka Franciscus, Franciszek) (m 1866 Wierzuchin Krolewski, Poland) to TOMASZEWSKA Catharina bc 1847 d 13 Sept 1926 Radom Illinois; Catharina witness for marr 1875 St. Mary of Florian Rochowiak and Frances Jagodzińska; moved to Radom, Illinois; their children were baptized in St. Michael, Radom Illinois in the 1870s, and the children were married same; a child d Sept 1877 St. Michael Radom; Franz and Catharina Kalas may have immigrated on 4 June 1866 on SS Herman to NYC

KALKA (aka Kulka) Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) b 19 July 1842 Tupadly, Poland bapt Kcynia, Poland parents Valentine KALKA (aka Kalkowiak) and Veronica GORECKA dtr of Bartholomeus Gorecki, Jacob d 12 Apr 1926 Toledo bd St. Adalbert (m 1862 Smogulec, Poland) to DONARSKA Josepha bc 1843 Poland father John? DONARSKI (or Matthias Donarski and Marianna Hoffman?), Josephine d 21 Mar 1915 Toledo bd St. Adalbert; earliest record Jacob gp for Lukasziewicz child bp Dec 1873 St. Mary Toledo; first record child bp at St. Mary Aug 1874; first record child bp at St. Hedwig Aug 1877; 1880 residence Moore St. near Mulberry, later Central Ave. Toledo

KAMINSKA Aniela (aka Angela) maiden name TROSKOLASKA? (Trzaskowska?) bc 1819 d 10 Dec 1901 Toledo bd St. Hedwig m to Ignatius KAMINSKI; as widow immigrated c 1871, residence Everett
St. (w dtr and son-in-law Val. GONCZ); St. Mary Confirmation 19 May 1872 - #87 Marianna Kaminska parents Ignatius and Angela, image 154 p 604

KATAFIASZ (aka Codfish) John (aka Jan, Joannes) (bapt John Nepomucene) b 15 May 1841 Januszewo, Poland parents Joseph KATAFIASZ and Francisca GOC, John d 3 Feb 1898 Toledo (m 10 Feb 1861 Znin, Poland) to KRZEWINSKA (aka Krzeminska, Krewinska) Catharine (aka Katarzyna, Catharina) bc 1840 Poland parents Valentine KRZEWINSKI bc 1808 Znin and Frances BOCIAN bc 1820 Znin; Catharine d 4 Dec 1891 Toledo bd St. Anthony; earliest record child bp at St. Hedwig Dec 1876; John immigrated 1871, rest of his family 1875; John m 2 on 2 May 1892 St. Anthony to Marianna KUBIAK widow of Martin; residence Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony; more available on Krewinskis

KATAFIASZ (aka Kadafrjes) Mathias (aka Maciej, Mateusz, Mathew) bc 1829-32 Poland d 26 May 1903 Toledo (m 1858 Cerekwica, Poland) to FRASZEWSKA Anastasia (aka Anastazja) bc 1838 Poland (parents Martin and Marianna?); earliest record child bp Feb 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp at St. Hedwig Feb 1877; immigr 1873 with wife and children; residence Tecumseh St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony; daughter Agatha (m John Anielak) born in Podgorzyn village from Znin or Wenecja parishes; Katavicz: Matth. 32, Anastasia 31, Pracida (Praxeda, Pauline) 10, Woyczak (Wojciech) 7, Augusta (Agnes?) 5, twins Victoria and Agatha age 9 mo. immigrated 17 April 1873 on SS Saxonia to NYC; daughter Wiktoria b 26 Nov 1870 Podgorzyn, Gora Znin parish, Poland

KLAPPICH Daniel bc Sep 1826 Germany (m 1 - 27 Jun 1852 Lucas Co. Ohio) to HASSENZAHL Katharina (by Jos. Ritter, German Lutheran minister); Daniel (m 2 - 20 Jan 1857 Lucas Co. Ohio) to NACKER/WACKER/WAKER/WALKER Margaretha/Margaret d before 1900; “immigrated 1849” acc to 1900 census, he is in 1860 census; Naturalized; 1870 census: resided Washington Twp, P.O. Sylvania, Ohio, Daniel 44 carpenter, Margaret 37 (both b Germany) all children b Ohio; surname may be KWAPICH

KLESCH (aka Klisch) Frank bc 14 Mar 1846 Poland parents John and Catherine KLISCH, Frank d 6 Sep 1903 Bellevue, Wisconsin farmer (m 22 Oct 1871 St. Mary Toledo) to JAROPOSKI (probably Jakubowski) Josephine (Josephata JAKUBOWSKI b 10 Feb 1853 Kujawski, Czeszwo Wagrowiec parish, Poland parents Andreas JAKUBOWSKI and Marijanna STAYDUCZAK (Staczurczak)); Klisch twins bp Mar 1874 St. Mary; Franz Klisch 25 immigrated 27 June 1870 SS Argonaut to NYC; daughters of Andreas Jakubowski: Agnes (m KORTAS, see entry) immigrated as Janoscyska (probably Agnieska) Jacobowsky age 18, Josefa Jacobowsky (m KLESCH, see entry) age 15, and Michaelina Jacobowsky (m GRABAREK, see entry) age 10 on SS Jenny on 19 July 1870 to NYC; moved to Wisconsin, dtr Mary b Green Bay m 1899 Marinette Wisc; wife Josephine died after Frank

KLOS Ludwik (aka Ludwig, Louis, Ludovicus) bc Aug 1840 Poland father Jacob KLOS, Ludwik d 21 Jun 1922 Toledo bd St. Adalbert, m 1 to CULGOSSY? Antonina bc 1846 d 21 Aug 1874 Toledo bd St. Mary; Ludwik m 2 (21 Sep 1874 St. Mary) to KOMOROWSKA Anna b 26 Jul 1846 near Sadki parents Valentine KOMOROWSKI and Anastasia BORACIN, Anna d 21 Dec 1914 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Ludwik Klos 34 farmer with wife and children immigrated to NYC on SS Henry 13 May 1872; Anna Komorowska immigr after May 1873; first child bp Dec 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Bronson Ave.; more information available on Komorowskis and Boracins

KOCZOROWSKI (aka Kaczor, Kazhowrovske) Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc 1838 Poland parents Adam KACZOR and Marianna PIETEREK (m 1868 Znin, Poland) to KUJAWA Mary bc 1850 Poland parents Paul KUJAWA and Catharina KORNEN; earliest record Albert gp for Kujawa child bp Jun 1873; their first child bp May 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp at St. Hedwig May 1876;
moved to Radom Illinois area by Feb 1878 (records in St. Bruno parish in Pinkneyville, Aug 1878 and 1881) (records in St. Charles Borromeo parish in Dubois, Jan 1881)

KOMOROWSKI Isidore (aka Izydor, mistakenly Theodore) b 28 Dec 1845 Wysoczka (Wysoka parish), Poland parents Valentine KOMOROWSKI and Anastasia Bureta, Isidore d 3 Nov 1933 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 15 Nov 1868 Sadki, Poland) to CHUDZINSKA (aka Hudzinska) Maryanna Valentina b 2 Feb 1845 Sadki parents Valentine CHUDZINSKI b 21 Jan 1818 Chawlodno, Poland bp Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland and Catharina BOROWIAK bc 1819 dc 1853, Maryanna d 20 Oct 1918 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated 6 Apr 1870 SS Victoria NYC: Isidore, wife Maryanna and son Joseph; earliest record child bp Jul 1872 St. Mary, first child bp at St. Hedwig Jun 1876; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St. Toledo; 1888 – bought 70 acres at Erie at Douglas Rds. Bedford Twp, Monroe Co., Michigan; 1890 – bought two parcels at 329 & 331 Dexter St. Toledo; more information available on all individuals

KOMOROWSKI Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) b July 1825 Dobieszewo, Chojna parish, Poland parents Walenty KOMOROWSKI and Marianna KOTARCZAK, Jacob d 22 Apr 1898 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1872 Glesno, Poland) to BUDZICH (aka Budzik) Veronica (widow of Szypeski) bc Aug 1830 Glesno parents Francis BUDZICH and Catharina SZEWYC, Veronica d 15 Jan 1913 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Veronica m 1 to Martin SZYPERSKI d Poland, their children belonged to St. Hedwig Toledo; Jacob and Veronica immigr 14 Apr 1873 SS City of Washington NYC; residence Hausman St. Toledo

KONIECZNY Bartholomew (aka Bartlomiej, Bartholomaeus) bc Aug 1827 Kazimierz, Poland [near Zlotow and Bydgoszcz?] parents Jan KONIECZNY and Jadwiga TOMASZEWSKA, Bartholomew d 1 May 1913 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Bartholomew mc 1866 [1867? Czeszewo?] Poland to widow, maiden name DEPCZYNSKA (aka Dopcynska) Michalina bc 1836 parents Peter DOPCZYSNIK and Carolina; Michalina’s first marriage 1854 Kcynia, Poland to Felix CIESIELSKI bc 1830 Poland parents Michael CIESIELSKI and Catharina, Felix dc 1866 Poland; Felix and Michalina’s children b Poland and immigrated to America with Bartholomew their stepfather: Joseph Ciesielski bc 1858 Czerlin, Kcynia parish (m Pelagia Brywcynska), Frank Ciesielski bc 1859-62 (m Joanna Szubarga), Mary Ciesielski bc 1866-66 (m Vincent Kaminski); and daughter of Bartholomew and Michalina, Hedwig (aka Jadwiga) bc 1870 “Waldowo near Flatow” [Zlotow?], Poland (m Anthony Szyperski); Michalina Depczynska Ciesielska Konieczcny dc 1899 Manitowac, Wisconsin; earliest record Bartholomew gp for Filipski child bp Sep 1877 St. Hedwig; residence Lagrange St.; immigrated 24 Apr 1876 on SS Weser to NYC; Barthol. Kerniezuz 44 farmer, Michalina Kerniezuz 40 wife, Franz 16 farmer, Marianne 9 farmer, Hedwig 6 farmer

KOPDL(Polish L)OWSKI

KOPYDOWSKI Frank (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1847 Poland (m 1872 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to CZAJKOWSKA Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) b 9 Jan 1850 Morakowo, Czeszewo parish, Poland parents Andreas CZAJKOWSKI and Marianna PRZYBYL; earliest record Agnes gp for Wesolowski-Musielak child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; Frank gp for Szczepaniak child bp Jun 1876 St. Hedwig, and more bpts; Agnes m 2 1914 St. Hedwig to John GRZEGOREK; Agniska Kopedlowska 21 immigrated 1 Sep 1873 on SS Hermann to NYC

KORTAS (aka Kordas) Frank (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1844 (Tuchola?, near Naklo, north of Bydgoszcz) Poland parents John and Anna KORTAS, Frank d 17 Apr 1928 Toledo (m 26 Jun 1871 St. Mary Toledo) to JAKUBOWSKA Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc 1848 Poland (Agnes JAKUBOWSKA b 31 Dec 1846 Kujawki, Czeszewo Wagrowiec parish, Poland parents Andreas
JAKUBOWSKI and Marianna STACZURCZA

K) d 11 Aug 1906 (date?) Toledo; earliest record child baptized Mar 1872 and died 13 Apr 1872 bd St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Feb 1876; reportedly left the port of Hamburg 15 May 1866 on the SS Alfons with his sister Anna, though no record found; originally lived on Cherry Street; 1880 residence Bronson Ave.; later Central Ave.; Frank m 2 St. Hedwig to Maryanna KUBISZ widow (m May 1907 St. Hedwig); daughters of Andreas Jakubowski: Agnes (m KORTAS, see entry) immigrated as Janociska (probably Agnieszka) Jacubowsky age 18, Josefa Jacubowsky (m KLESCH, see entry) age 15, and Michaelina Jacubowsky (m GRABAREK, see entry) age 10 on SS Jenny on 19 July 1870 to NYC

KORTAS (aka Kordas, Kortess) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1821 Poland d 7 Dec 1882 Toledo Dexter St., m to SZYNKA (aka Schoenke in Byslaw, in US: Schinkey, Shinke) Anna bc 1818/1823 Poland d 26 Sept 1892 Maumee, Ohio bd St. Joseph Cemetery Maumee; earliest record Anna Kortas (this one?) gp for Kalas-Kortas child bp Sep 1868 St. Mary Toledo; 1880 and 1900 censuses; 1880 residence Dexter St.; later Park St. Toledo; son Stanislaus Joseph Kortas b 20 Apr 1862 Byslaw parish, Poland, dtr Julianna Kortas b 25 Feb 1842 Mechau W. Prussia

KOSIMOWSKI Ludwik (aka Ludwig, Louis, Ludovicus) gp for Valentine Wisniewski child bp Sep 1873 St. Mary Toledo, Josepha Burschinska also gp; Ludwig Kasmusky 32 immigrated 23 Apr 1873 on SS Olympus to NYC

KOSMATKA Michael (aka Mieczyslaw, Michal) b Sep 1838 Poland d 12 Dec 1903 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1863 Labisyn, Poland) to TOMASZEWSKA Michalina (aka Wilhelmina) bc Sep 1841 to 1843 near Szubin, Poland parents Michael TOMASZEWSKI and Eva SCHULZ, Michalina d 21 Jan 1911 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; may have immigrated SS Carl: Michel Kosmatke 32 farmer arrived NYC on 13 June 1872 from Posen; earliest record Michalina witness for Ryszka-Paruzynska m May 1873 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Bronson Ave.; Park St. Toledo

KOWALSKI Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) m to CAMER? Marianna; only records: child bp Sep 1876 St. Hedwig and buried Sep 1876 St. Mary; possibly moved to Manistee, Michigan

KRZEWINSKI Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1854 Poland parents Valentine KRZEWINSKI bc 1808 Znin and Frances BOCIAN bc 1820 Znin, Joseph d 16 Jun 1919 Toledo bd St. Stanislaus; (m 13 Sep 1880 St. Hedwig) to BARANEK Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc 1860 parents Andreas BARANEK and Josepha ROMAN (aka ROMEL) parents m 1858 Cerekwica, Poland, Frances d 9 Nov 1941 Toledo bd St. Stanislaus; earliest record Joseph gp for Katafiasz child bp Dec 1876 St. Hedwig; child bp Aug 1881 St. Hedwig; residence Detroit Ave., Kuheschwanz; other Baranek women are from Cerekwica (Mrs. Mathias Lawecki, Mrs. Valentine Nadolny, all of whom were here by 1873); Krzewinskis probably from Znin

KUBIAK Adalbert (aka Wojciech, George) bc 1840 Poland mother Anna (m 1867 Podlesie Koscielne, Poland, he was widower) to OLEJNICZAK Victoria (aka Wyktorya) bc 1844 Poland; Victoria gp for Anielak child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; only record of child bp Aug 1877 St. Hedwig

KUJAWA (aka Quiava, Gwava, Yuiava for all Kuajawas)

KUJAWA August(inus) bc 1843 Poland parents Paul KUJAWA and Catharina KORNET (m 13 Nov 1871 Znin, Poland) to ROSSA Magdalena bc 1854 Poland parents Jacob ROSSA and Marianna PRZYBYL; earliest record child bp May 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; Magdalena gp for Paprocki child bp May 1876 St. Hedwig; immigrated 4 April 1872 to NYC on SS Smidt (August farmer 28, Magdalena 18, Stanislaus farmer 35); moved to Radom Illinois area by Jan 1878; earliest record in Illinois child baptized Jan 1878 in St. Bruno in Pinkneyville; moved to Dubois Illinois (records in St. Charles Borromeo parish in
Dubois, beginning w child bapt Mar 1880; August “Carolus” Kujawa confirmed June 1879 St. Charles B.; brother Wojciech (Adalbert) KUJAWA m 24 Apr 1883 St. Michael Radom IL to Constantia Maczkowiak widow born Taszarek; Stanislaus Kujawa was witness for August’s marriage (Stan immigr with August and family 1872)

KUJAWA John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1849 Poland parents Adalbert KUJAWA and Anastasia PRZYBYLEK, John d 24 Jan 1937 Blissville Twp IL bd St. Michael Radom IL (parents m 1838 Cerekwica, Poland), John d 19 June 1934 St. Mary Magdalene, Todds Mill Illinois (m 1870 Cerekwica, Poland) to IGNASIUSKATHARINA (aka Katarzyna) m 1851 Poland d 31 Dec 1941 St. Mary Magd Todds Mill Illinois; earliest record child bp Jul 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Catharina gp for Nadolny child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig; John and Catharina’s child bp Dec 1876 St. Hedwig; moved to Radom Illinois area; their son Peter b 5 Dec 1878 and bapt St. Bruno in Pinkneyville Illinois

KUJAWA John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 23 Dec 1823 Ossowie near Bydgoszcz, Poland, parents Casimir KUJAWA and Agnes BORCZYKOWSKA, John d 3 Apr 1910 Toledo (m 1848 Dabrowka Nowa, Poland) to SROMALSKA Rozalia (aka Rose) m 1824 parents Thomas SROMALSKI and Marianna GROCHOWSKA, Rose d 26 Aug 1915 Toledo bd St. Anthony; immigrated 21 Apr 1876 on SS Braunschweig to NYC: Rosalia Kiyawa 50, Antonia 13 (probably Anthony), Franzisca 9, Walentin 7; resided Buckingham St. Kuhschwanz

KUJAWA Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1850 Poland parents John KUJAWA and Rosalia SROMALSKA, Joseph d 27 Nov 1899 (age 58, residence 1875 Avondale, accident) m to WYRZYKOWSKA (aka WYZYKOWSKA) Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc 1855 Poland parents Jacob WYRZYKOWSKA and Constantia LINIATORSKA; earliest record child bp St. Hedwig Mar 1878; residence Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony parish; son married in Bay City, Michigan 1906

KUJAWA Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1850 Poland parents John KUJAWA and Rosalia SROMALSKA (m 1875 Dabrowka Nowa, Poland) to WYRZYKOWSKA (aka WYZYKOWSKA) Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc 1855 Poland parents Jacob WYRZYKOWSKA and Constantia LINIATORSKA; earliest record child bp St. Hedwig Mar 1878; residence Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony parish; son married in Bay City, Michigan 1906

KUJAWA Peter (aka Piotr, Petrus) bc 1849 Poland parents John KUJAWA and Rosalia SROMALSKA (m 1872 Dabrowka Nowa, Poland) to WYPIJEWSKA Marianna bc 1853 Poland parents John WPIJEWSKI and Marianna SARNECKA; earliest record child bp Jan 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; one child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig; Kuhschwanz residents, members of St. Anthony parish; moved to Radom Illinois area (Peter was godparent for John Kujawa’s child b 5 Dec 1878 and bapt Mar 1879 and Peter’s child Peter d Sept 1878 St. Bruno, Pinkneyville Illinois, and another was baptized there Jan 1880); immigrated 17 April 1873 on SS Saxonia to NYC: Peter Kujawa farmer 23, Marianna 20, and Franz 9m

KUJAWSKI Vincent (aka Vicenty, Vincentius) bc 1850, d 29 Apr 1932 Spencer Twp., Lucas Co., Ohio, to TIMM (aka THYME, TENKE) Anna (aka Emma Mary) (non-Catholic) bc 23 Sept 1855 parents Christian TIMM and Anna, d 5 June 1950 Swanton Ohio bd St. Richard Cemetery Swanton; first child bp Jul 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo; residence Spencer Township Ohio (1900 census); Catharine GOMULSKA was gp for their child bp Jul 1877 – Catharina’s parents were Jacob KUJAWSKI bc 1790 parents John and Hedwig KUJAWSKI, and Rozalia PIJANOWSKA bc 1812 m Golancz 1835

KUKLA Francis (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1849-55 Prusce, Poland (now Lechlin-Prusce parish SW of Wagrowiec) parents Stanislaus KUKLA and Catharina RZEPKA, Francis d 26 Aug 1893 Toledo bd St.
Anthony (m 10 Sep 1876 St. Hedwig) to RACZKOWIAK Antonina bc 1856 Poland parents Michael RACZKOWIAK and Josepha (KROMKOWSKA?), Antonina d 14 Jun 1892 Toledo bd St. Anthony; Frank m 2 on 4 July 1892 St. Anthony to BISKUP Marcianna (aka Maryanna) bc 1861 “Rudnicze” Poznan district Poland (Marciana widow of Stanislaus Klarkowski); Frank gp for Nowicki child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Detroit Ave. and Vance St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Hedwig and St. Anthony; Josepha Raczkowiak may have been from Lekno parish, Poland

KUKLA Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) bc 1845 Poland parents Stanislaus KUKLA and Catharina RZEPKA, Jacob d 7 Sep 1919 Toledo bd St. Stanislaus (m 1872 Lekno, Poland) to URBANSKI (aka URBAN) Marianna bc 1852 parents Mathias URBANSKI and Magdalena KROIS, Marianna d 7 Jan 1897 Toledo bd St. Anthony Toledo; earliest child bp Oct 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1876; Jacob m 2 (2 Mar 1897 St. Hedwig) to ZABIKOWSKA (aka Zubikowska) Anna bc 1862; Anna’s first husband Frank GUMINSKI d 30 Oct 1894 bd St. Hedwig; residence E. Central Ave. farmer, members of St. Hedwig and Anthony; Jacob Rukla 27 immigrated 29 March 1873 on SS Weser to NYC; Marianna Kukla 20 and Paladia (Pelagia) infant immigrated 23 Sep 1873 on SS Henry to NYC; Kuklas may be from Lechlin or Prusce parishes Poland; see ULALOWSKI

KUSZ (aka Kurz, Gosch, Kusch) Felix (aka Feliks) bc May 1847-48 (Kaczkowo, Swiatkowo parish? near Znin, Poland) parents Michael KUSZ and Dorothy ZIENTARA, Felix d 6 Jun 1917 Perrysburg OH bd St. Anthony (m 20 Oct 1873 St. Mary) to JAGODZINSKA Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) b 6 Jan 1852 Greziny, Czeszewo Wagrowiec parish, Poland parents John JAGODZINSKI and Hedwig WYSOCKA (Agnes twin of Valentine) d 15 Mar 1927 Toledo bd Nativity Church; Felix Kuss immigrated 4 April 1872 on SS Smidt to NYC; Agnes immigrated 1872 with her family; Felix gp for Ulaloski child bp Aug 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp Jul 1874 SS Peter & Paul; first child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony

LAWINSKI (aka Lewinski) John (aka Jan, Johannes) bc 14 Oct 1840 Prussia father Jacob LEWINSKI, John d 26 March 1933 Toledo bd Forest Cemetery, John mc 1868 to KRAUSE Carolina bc 1842 Prussia parents Mr. KRAUSE and Louisa ZEMAN, Carolina d 8 Dec 1928 Toledo, bd Forest Cemetery; earliest record gp for N. Schesleveski child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; 1870 census: Jon Lawensky age 29 and wife Carolina Toledo; 1880 residence Railroad St. and Field, and Western Av., Toledo; a Caroline Krause 24 imm 11 June 1866 SS Therese to NYC from Prussia by self
LEBOWSKY Christ[ian] bc 22 Nov 1853 parents John C F LEBOWSKY and Sophia (or Julia Lueth, on his death cert), Christian d 3 Sep 1921 Toledo, Christ m 1 to Mary bc 1852, Mary d 19 Aug 1879 on Blum St. Toledo bd Forest Cemetery Toledo; Christ. m 2 to Bertha REICH (aka Rieck) bc Nov 1852 Germany d 1910 to 1920; John LEBOWSKI d 23 Mar 1884 at 101 Blum St. Toledo age 78 years in Germany [c 1810]; immigrated as Labowsky: Joh. 58 farmer, Sophia 49 wife, Ernst 24, Heinr. 21, and Chr. [Christ] 11 on 14 March 1866 on SS Donau to NYC

LEWINSKI Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley, and also Charles Stanislaus) bc 1848 d before 1935 (m 21 Sep 1875 SS. Peter & Paul) to DOMBROWSKA (recorded Saboreska and Sabufski) Mary bc 28 Jan 1858 father Matthias DOMBROWSKI, Mary d 24 Apr 1935 Leland Ave. Toledo; earliest record Mary Saboreski gp for Fliss child bp Oct 1873 SS PP; residence Leland Ave. Kuhlschwanz area; Mary Lewinski age 46 of Toledo m 2 June 1904 in Detroit to Christopher C. Beck age 54
Could this be Mary Dombrowska’s mother?
DABROWSKA (recorded Dabowski) Sophia bc 1810 d 31 Jul 1878 Vance St. Toledo age 68 years bd Forest Cemetery Toledo

LECHLAK Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1842-43 Poland parents John LECHLAK and Mary, Anthony d 28 Sep 1909 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Anthony (m 1 1864 Koldrab, Poland) to NOWAK Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc 1843-46 Poland d 1889 St. Hedwig to MUSS--- Rosalia widow of Karol REITER, Rose bc 1852 Poland d 25 Jun 1930 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Agnes Lechlak gp for John Lechlak child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Everett St.; later (1888) Hausman St

LECHLAK John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1844 Zlotniki, Rogowo parish near Znin, Poland parents Jacob (aka John) LECHLAK and Mary, John d 17 Nov 1917 Toledo bd St. Hedwig Mt Carmel Cemetery (formerly St. Mary Cem) (m 1868 Rogowo, Poland) 1870 to DABROWSKA (aka Dombrowska) Anna bc 1846 Poland father Szymon DABROWSKI, Anna d 13 Feb 1933 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 census: John, Anna, children, with John’s siblings Lawrence 24 and Petronella 14, and mother Mary 64; 1880 residence Everett St., Streicher St. (1933)

LISIAKOWSKI (aka Lesiakowski) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1833 Poland parent Wladyslaw LISIAKOWSKI (who later came here), Joseph d 1 Dec 1904 bd St. Anthony (m 1 Mar 1859 Znin, Poland) to KATAFIASZ Catharina (aka Katarzyna) bc 1842 Poland parents Jacob KATAFIASZ and Barbara GULA, Kathryn d 6 Jan 1926 Toledo bd St. Anthony; immigrated 1872; earliest record child bp Nov 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1876; 1880 and later residence Nebraska Ave., and Tecumseh St., Toledo, Kuhlschwanz, members of SS PP, St. Hedwig, St. Anthony; daughter Wladyslawa (m Andreas Wawrzyniak) born in Kaczkow in Cerekwica parish, Poland; occupation blacksmith

LISOWSKI (alias Tocki, Totezki, Tozky) Valentine (aka Walenty, Valentinus) bc 1840-44 Poland d 22 May 1879 Toledo (m 1872 Rogozno, Poland) to BISKUP Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) bc 1843 Poland parents Valentine BISKUPSKI and C. Baytke, Josephine Bylska d 26 Feb 1923 Toledo; earliest record child bp Nov 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp at St. Hedwig Oct 1876; Josepha m 2 (11 May 1880 St. Hedwig) to Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley) BYLSKI; residence in 1879 Tecumseh St. Kuhlschwanz, St. Anthony parish

LACHEVSKI & LITHCHEVSKI (Lojewski? Wachowski?) Aloysius gp for Zoldowski child bp Nov 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; Joseph and Constantia gps also in SS PP
LODISKOWSKY (Ludwikowski? Wlodarczyk?) Andrew m to Rosalia; child bp Jun 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo

LODYGA Valentine (aka Walenty, Valentinus) bc 1842-48 Poland d 30 Apr 1906 Ida, Monroe Co., Michigan, bd Calvary Cem Toledo (m 27 Oct 1873 St. Mary) to CHUDZINSKA Salomea bc Jan 1855-58 Poland parents Valentine CHUDZINSKI and Mary, Salomea d 23 Jan 1929 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Salomea m 2 (10 Sep 1906 St. Anthony Toledo) Valentine SOJKA (aka William Sujkowski) b Feb 1850 Slupy parish, Poland parents Matthias SOJKA and Anna SWIATKOWSKA, William Sujkowski d 18 Apr 1920 Toledo, occupation undertaker, his third marriage, he immigrated Apr 1881; Valentine Lodyga immigrated 19 Jan 1872 SS Java from Liverpool to Baltimore; 1880 residence Locust St. at Frederick St.; later Kuhschwanz, more information on these families available

L(Polish L)UCZYK aka LUCZAK

LUCZYK Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) bc 1840 Poland parents Andrew LUCZYK and Mary JENDRZEJEWSKA, Jacob d 30 Aug 1907 near Manistee, MI (m 1866 Izdebno, Poland) to SEMPOLOWICZ (aka Sokolowicz, Stachowicz) Marianna bc 1845-48 Poland parents Frank SEMPOLOWICZ and Frances VIRICKA, Marie d 8 Jun 1909 near Manistee, MI; earliest record Marianna witness for Jan 1874 marr SS. Peter & Paul of Adalbert Jozwiak and Victoria Gorn (nee Sempolowicz); only child bp Jan 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; immigrated 11 June 1873 Jacob age 31, Marianne 28, Michalina 3, Apollonia 1, to NYC on SS Thuringia, with Mathias (called Martin); Kuhschwanz area residents; Appolonia Woodschak age 3 years 8 months d 27 Sep 1874 bd SSPP Toledo; Luczyk w Polish L; see ULALOWSKI; moved to Manistee, Michigan

LUCZYK Mathias (aka Maciej, Mateusz, Mathew) bc 1843 Poland (m 1871 Cerekwica, Poland) to CHELMINIAK (aka Chelminska) Constantia (aka Konstantyna, Constance) bc 1854 Poland; earliest record Constantia gp for Jacob Luczyk child b Dec 1875 bp St. Hedwig Toledo; only record child bp Aug 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; Mathias 29 (called Martin) immigrated 11 June 1873 to NYC on SS Thuringia with Jacob’s family; Constantia age 21 and Pelagia 3 months immigrated 4 May 1874 to NYC on SS Neurnberg; Luczyk w Polish L; moved to Manistee, Michigan

LUCZYK (recorded Watshak, could be Witczak) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) m to Victoria (aka Wyktorya); only record child bp Feb 1875 SS. Peter & Paul, Jacob Watshak (Luczyk) gp for this child; probably moved to Manistee, Michigan

LUDWIKOWSKI Martin (aka Marcin, Martinus) bc 1855 Poland mother Maryanna DRZONEK, Martin d 2 Jun 1918 Toledo bd St. Adalbert (m 23 Jul 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo) to BREWCZYNSKA (aka Brywczynski, Brewfcynski) Michalina (aka Mina) bc 29 Sep 1859 (Kcynia parish?) Poland parents Joseph BREWCZYNSKI and Teofila SLABOSZEWSKA, Michalina d 29 Mar 1916 Toledo bd St. Adalbert; Michalina was witness for Jul 1875 St. Mary Toledo marriage of Slaboszewski-Niemczewska; Martin was gp for John Luzny child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Warsaw St. and Hudson St.

LUKASIEWICZ Andrew (aka Andrezj, Andreas) bc 1832-45 Poland d 29 Jun 1921 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1 1862 Lopienno, Poland) m 1 to CZERNIEJEWSKA Josepha (aka Jozefa) bc 1844 Poland d Dec 1873 to Dec 1877; Andrew (m 2 21 Jan 1878 St. Hedwig) m 2 to CHUDZINSKA Michalina widow bc 1845 Poland d 1913 Toledo; earliest record Andrew and Josepha’s child bp Dec 1873 St. Mary Toledo; residence Vance St. and Belmont St., members of St. Anthony; Lukaczewski immigrated SS Prinz Albert to NYC arrived 1 April 1872: Andreas 39, Josepha 34, Johann 8, Stanislaw 6, Franz 3, Wadislaw 9m
LUZNY John (aka Jan, Joannes) b 12 Dec 1844 Szubin, Poland parents Adalbert LUZNY and Maryanna NIEZGODZKA, John d 4 Apr 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1870 Szubin, Poland) to WITUCKA (aka Pierszchalska) Josepha (aka Jozefa) bc 1846-47 Poland d 27 Mar 1882 Dexter St. Toledo bd St. Frances de Sales Cemetery; their dtr Helena bp 14 Jul 1872 Szubin, Poland (mother’s name “Josepha Pierzchalska”); earliest record child bp Sep 1874 St. Mary; first record child bp at St. Hedwig Mar 1876; John (m 2 19 Jun 1882 St. Hedwig) m 2 to PURCHLEWSKA Helen bc 1856 Poland d 2 Dec 1933 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; John bricklayer immigrated 7 April 1873 to NYC on SS Donau; 1880 residence Dexter St.

LUZNY (aka Lutch) Mary (aka Maria, Marianna) (maiden name NIEZGODZKA) bc 1821 Poland d 20 Feb 1881 Toledo (m 1844 Szubin, Poland) to LUZNY Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc 1813 Poland; unknown if Adalbert immigrated; Mary lived Buckingham St. Kuhschwanz with son Paul Luzny bc 1857-58 d Mar 1891 (m Frances Kujawa d 1890), Adalbert and Mary’s dtr Margaret Luzna bc 1850 m to Michael MURAWSKI, also mother of John Luzny above, and probably Mary Luzna who m 1878 St. Hedwig to Stanislaus POCEKLA; Paul Lozny 16 farmer immigrated 22 May 1875 on SS Neckar to NYC.

MACIEJEWSKI? MACKOWSKI? (recorded Mashcoski, Maskotski, Maskolski w Polish L) Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley) m to Mary; gps many times for children bp Aug 1874 through 1875 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; other Maciejewskis in Toledo: Jacob CSIGSELSKI (Szczycielski?) m to Anna MATSHESKA (Maciejewska?) 1874 SS PP, John CZERNIEJEWSKI m to Anna MACIEJEWSKA 1875 St. Hedwig; may have moved to Manistee, Michigan; Stanislow Maciezewski (married) bc 1827 Poland d 1 Jul 1899 Manistee MI; Mary Maciejewska (widowed) bc 1828 d 1 Nov 1906, 175 Mettler, Toledo, Ohio, her father Valentín Barón/Baranowski.

Stanislow Maciezewski bc 1827 Poland d 1 Jul 1899 Manistee MI laborer married; Mary Maciejewska bc 1828 d 1 Nov 1906 Toledo age 78 widowed father Valentín Barón/Baranowski 175 Mettler.

MAJCHRZAK (recorded Marsack, Morsack) Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw, Michaelis) bc 1842 m 4 Jun 1872 Toledo, Ohio to RIEPPPEL (recorded Bippel also) Anna: earliest record child bp May 1873 SS Peter & Paul; first child bp Sep 1874 St. Mary; residences Locust St.; as Mich. Mursalk 29 merchant may have immigrated 5 Jan 1872 on SS Weser to NYC; other Majchrzaks are Mrs. Michalina Bialecka, Mrs. Michael (Frances) Pawlicki, Mrs. Maryanna Grzegorek from area of Znin, Gora Znin, Brzyskorzystew parishes; parents of all three women are Lucas MAJCHRZAK and Mary SLUPECKA; Lucas Majchrzak bc 1807 m 1837 Znin, Poland to Marianna Suplecka/Slupecka bc 1809; more information available on Majchrzaks; may have moved to Manistee, Michigan; a Catherine Maushreck age 84 d 14 Jan 1884 Toledo.

MAJEWSKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) d before 1900 m to SOBIERALSKA Marianna bc 10 Apr 1839 Poland parents John SOBIERALSKI and Josephine ADAMSKI, Marianna d 10 Mar 1915 bd St. Anthony; earliest record child bp Mar 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1876, up to Jul 1882; residence Tecumseh St. and Nebraska Ave. in Kuhschwanz; may have lived in New York before arriving in Toledo.

MALAK Ignatius (aka Ignacy) bc 1820? Poland m to Marianna KLO—?; Ignatius gp for Zmudzinski-Malak child b Jan 1876 and gp for Paprocki-Borucka child bp May 1876 St. Hedwig; the Malaks in Toledo were probably from the Znin, Gora Znin and Gorzyce parishes area in Poland.

MALAWY Jacob m to MAKOWSKA Anna; only record child bp Jan 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo [could be corrupted recording of Joseph below].
MALAWY Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1836-40 d 8 Aug 1905 Posen, Illinois (m 1865 Swiatkowo, Poland) to WALKOWIAK (recorded Wieshalack, Walkowerk, Wakowiak; alias Petronella Dotka) Antonina bc 1844; earliest record Joseph gp for Muszynski child bp May 1874 St. Mary Toledo; Malawy child bp Jul 1874 St. Mary; moved to St. Boniface parish Oak Harbor Ohio, children bp 1877, 1880, 1881, 1883, 1885; moved to Dubois Illinois area (in St. Charles Borromeo parish records in 1890s, and OLPH in Posen IL); Joseph Malawy’s parents may have been Stephan MALAWY bc 1815 (m 1839 Lopienno, Poland) to KURZAWA Michalina bc 1819, Michalina MALAWY d 21 Aug 1896 St. Charles Borromeo Dubois Illinois age 76 years; Stefan MALAWY d 13 Jan 1897 St. Charles Borromeo Dubois Illinois age 84 years

MALICKI Michael (aka Michal, Miezczyslaw, Michaelis) bc 1845-48 Poland d 21 Oct 1926 Toledo m 1 in Poland to Mary (aka Marianna) bc 1845 Poland d 8 Mar 1875 Toledo bd St. Mary Church and St. Mary Cemetery; earliest record child bp Aug 1873 St. Mary; Michael (m 2 on 5 Apr 1875 SS. Peter & Paul) to GOLCZYNSKA (aka Gulczynska, Gulcz, now Gulch) Anna bc 1857 Izdebno area? Poland parents probably Mathew GULCZYNSKI and Michalina KORNET; first child bp Aug 1876 St. Hedwig; residence Vance St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony; Mich. Malitzki 27 and Marianne Malitzki 22 immigrated 16 June 1871 on SS Auguste to NYC

MARKOWSKI (recorded Matskosky) Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) bc 1836 Poland (m 1862 Srebnagora, Poland) to DANIELSKA Antonina bc 1841 Poland; only record child bp Mar 1867 St. Mary Toledo, gp Ludovicus TOMSCHAK and Michaelina Danelska

MARTEK (recorded Marteck, Mortek, Mortsk, Matucki) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1847 d 8 Nov 1883 Radom IL (m 13 Jan 1874 SS. Peter & Paul) to BOROWIAK Paulina (aka Apolonia, Napoliana) widow of John PRZYBYLSKI he d 1873 Toledo; first child of Marteks bp Aug 1874 SS PP; Apolonia gp for Jozwiak child bp Jun 1876 St. Hedwig; Joseph Mortek immigrated 29 October 1872 to NYC on SS City of Montreal; moved to Radom Illinois (daughter Catharina, born 18 December 1877, baptized St. Michael Radom 24 March 1878); lots of Borowiaks in Radom & Posen records

MATUSZAK John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1832 Poland (m April 1875 St. Mary) to PARAZINSKA (aka Porazinska) Michalina (aka Magdalena, Mary) bc 1846 Poland d 8 Feb 1897 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; first child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 census: John 48 & Magdalin 34, w children Francisca 12, Mary 8, etc. [older children probably John’s from a previous marriage]; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St. Toledo; see PORAZINSKI Joseph

MICHALAK Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc 1845 Poland d 20 Jun 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1873 Popowo Koscielne, Poland) to OSOCKA (aka Osowska) Antonina (aka Anna) bc 1854-55 Wagrowiec, Poland father John OSOWSKI, Antonina d 4 Oct 1908 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Antonina gp for child bp Mar 1874 St. Mary; first child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; Andreas 28 immigrated 7 April 1873 to NYC on SS Donau; Ante. 20 immigrated 27 September 1873 to NYC on SS Hansa; 1880 residence Bronson Ave.; later Higgins St., members of St. Hedwig

MICHALAK Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc 1856-58 Poland d 30 Mar 1884 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1879 Ostrowite Prymasowskie, Poland) to KASPRZYK Antonina bc 1857 Poland; members of St. Anthony; Lucas County death record states: d 28 Mar 1884 Andreas Michalak age 74 years b Poland d Vance St., laborer, COD …. [This Andrew Michalak is included even though he immigrated after 1879, because there are two of the same name, so researchers are not confused with the two.]
MICHALAK Martin (aka Marcin, Martinus) bc 1842 Poland parent Adalbert MICHALAK, Martin d 19 Jan 1914 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1866 Miescisko, Poland) to MALAWA Marianna (aka Mary) bc 1843 Swiatkowo, Poland parents Stephan MALAWY bc 1815 and Michalina KURZAWA bc 1819 (m 1839 Lopienno); Marianna d 15 Jul 1910 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated 13 Jun 1872 SS Carl to NYC [Michalek, Martin 29 farmer, Marianna 28, Anetta 3, Anton infant]; earliest record child bp Aug 1875 St. Mary Toledo; first child bp at St. Hedwig Jul 1878; residence Streicher St., members of St. Hedwig

MICHALSKI Thomas (aka Tomasz) bc 25 Dec 1843 Poland d 8 May 1875 Toledo bd St. Mary (m 1866 Smogulec, Poland) to LODYGA (aka Lodega) Marianna bc 1847 Poland d 7 Aug 1924 Toledo bd Nativity Church; earliest record Mary gp for Dalkowski child bp Nov 1872 St. Mary; first record child bp Dec 1872 St. Mary; Mary LODYGA MICHALSKA m 2 Aug 1875 St. Mary to Adalbert SZWAJKOWSKI; residence Oswald St.; also a Carolina MICHALSKI d 3 Jun 1882 Vance St. Toledo age 78 years 8 months 18 days b Germany; Thomas Michalsky 26 immigrated 20 April 1869 on SS Marco Polo to NYC

MURALAWSKI (aka Morawski; Muraski in Poland) Michael (aka Mieczyslaw, Michael, Michaelis) b 26 Aug 1845 Zursawia, Szubin parish, Poland parents Jacob MURALAWSKI and Nepomucena KLIMEK, Michael d 9 Jun 1914 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1869 Szubin, Poland) to LUZNA Margaret bc 1850 Poland parents Adalbert LUZNY and Mary NIEZGODZKA (recorded Catharina in 1917); Margaret d 28 May 1917 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Sep 1874 St. Mary; first record child bp at St. Hedwig Oct 1876; 1880 residence Streicher St.; later Hausman St.; Michael may have immigrated 21 June 1872 to NYC on SS Columbia

MUSIEŁAK (aka Moshela, Mausiolock) Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley) bc 1840 parents Jan MUSIEŁAK and Jadwiga, Stanislaus d 7 Oct 1908 Posen, Illinois buried OLPH parish; Stanislaus (m 1 1871 Wroneczyn, Poland) to KENDZIORA Rosalia (aka Roza, Rose) bc 1846 d 15 Jan 1888 St. Michael Radom IL; Sanislaus Muszylak 32 immigrated with Rosalie 26 and Stanislawa age 5 on 28 June 1873 on SS Graf Bismarck to NYC; earliest record Stanislaus gp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul for Wesolowski-Musielak child; first child bp Jan 1874 SS PP; moved to Radom Illinois (son John baptized 19 August 1877 in St. Michael Radom; Stan marriage witness Sept 1875 for John Kendziura and Rozalia Czarnecka); Stanislaus m 2 on 21 January 1889 St. Charles Borromeo Dubois Illinois to Katharina Trabka widow, nee Szosty

MUSZYNSKI Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) m to MALAWA Catharina (aka Katarzyna); earliest record child bp May 1874 St. Mary Toledo; child bp Jul 1875 St. Boniface Oak Harbor Ohio; children bp Dec 1876, Sep 1879, Oct 1881 at St. Hedwig; residence St. Hedwig area; may have been residents of Kuhschwantz and St. Anthony members; some Malawys from St. Boniface

MUSZYNSKI Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley) bc Feb 1836 Poland parents Andrew MUSZYNSKI and Catharina, Stan d 25 Sep 1918 bd St. Anthony (m 1862 Parkowo, Poland) to MASŁOWSKA Josepha (aka Jozefa, Josephine) bc Nov 1841 Poland father Charles (aka Karol) MALOWSKI, Josephine d 13 Nov 1927 Toledo bd St. Anthony; earliest record child bp Nov 1875 St. Hedwig; residence Nebraska Ave., members of St. Anthony

MUSZYNSKA Mary (aka Marianna) bc 1812 near Kcynia, Poland parents Laurentius KUS and Francisca, Mary d 26 Feb 1902 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1836 Kcynia, Poland) to Philip MUSZYNSKI bc 1812 near Kcynia; he probably did not immigr; Mary was mother of Antonina Muszynska m to Joseph HELMINIAK, residence Warsaw St. w Helminiaks, Mary “immigr c 1869”
NADOLNY (aka Adolny) Valentine (aka Walenty, Valentinus) bc 1836 Poland parents Martin
NADOLNY and Victoria CHLEVA, Valentine d 9 Jan 1912 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 1 1862
Cerekwica, Poland) m 1 to BARANEK Catharina (aka Katarzyna) bc 1838 Poland parents possibly
Matthias BARANEK and Michalina WATRZAK, Catharina d 16 Jan 1885 at 866 Nebraska Ave. Toledo
bd 17 Jan 1885 St. Anthony Church and St. Patrick’s Cemetery; earliest record child bp Feb 1874 SS.
Peter & Paul; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1876; Valentine m 2 to Catharina DALKA (widow of
Francis Dalka?) (m2 8 Jun 1885 St. Hedwig?) (also: m no date – 16 Feb? – 1885 St. Anthony, Catharina
Dalkowska widow from St. Hedwig parish) Catharina Dalka NADOLNY bc 1832 Poland d 28 Feb 1894;
Valentine (m 3 11 Jun 1894 St. Hedwed) m 3 to PIENIAZKIEWICZ Ludwika (aka Louisa) widow (of
John Pieniazkiewicz d May 1892) Ludwika bc 1838-46 Poland d 27 Jan 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig;
1880 and later residence Vance St. at Hoag, Toledo, members of St. Anthony and St. Hedwig; Catharina
the first wife immigrated as Catha. Nadalna 30, with Constantia 6, Martin 4 and Anton 11m on 13 May
1873 on SS Vandalia to NYC

NAWROT John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 22 Jun 1836 Poland father Ignacy NAWROT, John d 21 Dec 1906
Toledo bd Calvary Cem; (m 1861 Trzemesno, Poland) to LEWICKA Magdalena bc 1841-43 parents
Martin LEWICKI and Hedwig KAZIMERSKA, Magdalena d 19 Jan 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest
record John gp for Wrobel child bp Aug 1874 St. Mary; John and Magdalena gps for children bp St.
Hedwig; 1880 residence Locust St. and George St., later Dexter St. Toledo; dtr Marianna Nawrot b c 1862
Trzemesno parish m Ludwik GASIOROWSKI 1878 St. Hedwig; Joh. Nawiot 30 immigrated 17 Apr 1872
SS Thuringia to NYC; Magdalena Naurot 30 and Marie Naurot/Nawrot 9 immigrated 5 Oct 1872 SS
Allemania to NYC

NIEMCZEWSKI? (recorded Litchevski, etc) Joseph and Constantia; Joseph and Constantia gps for
Grzegorzewskis etc. in SS. Peter & Paul 1875s; all are Niemczewskis from home: Mrs. Antonina
Grzegorowski, Mrs. Michalina Slaboszewski, Mrs. Josepha Grudzinski

NOACK August bc Germany d 14 Feb 1893 St. Louis, Mo (COD phthisis) buried St. Marcus Cemetery,
occupation laborer married Minna; Civil War Veteran – Ohio Infantry 37th Regiment Co. B, filed invalid
application 8 Sep 1890 in Missouri, widow appl filed 21 Mar 1893 in Missouri

NOWAK Francisca only record as godparent for Feb 1872 baptism of Jagodzinski child at St. Mary
Toledo; see WOJKIEWICZ Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) (m 7 Jul 1873 St. Mary) to NOWAK
Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc 1834 Poland d 10 or 11 Nov 1874 Toledo bd St. Mary

NOWICKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech, George) bc 1838 Poland d 22 Jan 1889 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m
1872 Lopienno, Poland) to CZERNIEJEWSKA Antonina bc 1854 Poland, mother Theresa, Antonina d 20
Jan 1923 Toledo bd Nativity Church; earliest record child bp May 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first
child bp at St. Hedwig Jul 1876; residence Vance St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony parish
Antonina’s parents probably are:
Adalbert (aka Wojciech) CZERNIEJEWSKI bc 1823 d 6 July 1903 St. Michael Radom IL (m 1843
Lopienno, Poland) to Theresia STELMASZAK/STELMASZEWSKA bc 1824 d 19 Sep 1900 St. Michael
Radom IL. Adalbert and Theresa are parents of most of the Czerniejewskis in Toledo and Radom areas

NOWICKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech, George) bc 1838 Poland d 22 Jan 1889 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m
1872 Lopienno, Poland) to CZERNIEJEWSKA Antonina bc 1854 Poland parents Adalbert
CZERNIEJEWSKI and Theresa STELMASZAK/STELMASZEWSKA, Antonina d 20 Jan 1923 Toledo
bd Nativity Church; earliest record child bp May 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp at St.
Hedwig Jul 1876; residence Vance St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony parish
OBERSKI (aka Obarski) Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) b c 1818-20-21 Poland, d Sep 1890 Toledo [Lucas Co. death record] (m 1843 Lekno, near Wagrowiec) to PACZKIEWICZ (aka Gaszkiewicz, Muszkiewicz) Constantia bc 1823 Poland, d before husband; earliest record Adalbert witness for Czubek marriage 1878 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Bronson Ave.; 1880 census: lived with children Walter (aka Boleslaw, Boleslaus) 20 [bp Wagrowiec] and Anthony 14 [Frank bc 1850 also child]; John Oberski bc 1857 d 1928 Toledo also son; also had a daughter Mary Oberska bc 1855 who married Frank DRZEWIECKI; immigrated to NYC on 11 March 1875 on SS Herder: C. Oberska female 50, B. Oberska male 8, A. Oberska male 7; Ladislaus Oberski b 7 May 1858 Przysiecka parish Lechlin

OBERSKI (recorded SSPP parish as Amboski) Franciszek (aka Frank) bc 11 Oct 1851 Poland parents Adalbert OBERSKI and Constance PACZKIEWICZ, Franciszek d 24 Dec 1917 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, Franciszek m to Mary A. d before 1876; only record of couple’s child bp Aug 1871 SS. Peter & Paul; Frank m 2 about 1876 to Rosalia ZUREK bc Sep 1856 Poland parents Valentine ZUREK and Constantia? (probably Krystyna Bukowska), Rosalia d 16 Nov 1919 Toledo bd St. Adalbert; residence Bronson Ave.

OLENDER (aka Wolender) Peter (aka Piotr, Petrus) b 29 Jun 1846 Kcynia, Poland parents Stanislaus OLENDER (aka Oleder, Wolender) and Cecilia KOZLOWSKA, Peter d 25 Mar 1924 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 25 Sep 1871 Szubin, Poland) to BLEJA Catharina b 10 Jan 1850 Pinsk, Poland parents Adalbert BLEJA and Anna MICHALSKA, Catharina d 4 May 1929 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; their child John bp Oct 1872 Szubin, Poland; earliest record child bp May 1875 St. Mary; first child bp Mar 1877 St. Hedwig; Peter 26 immigrated 12 May 1873 to NYC on SS Anglia; Catharina 24 and Johann 11 months immigrated 11 May 1874 to NYC on SS Baltimore; 1880 residence Manhattan Rd. Toledo, later Bronson Ave.

OLSZEWSKI (recorded Oshevski, Shefoski, Shavoski) John m to Mary; earliest records Mary gp Nov 1874 SS PP; only child bp Feb 1875 SS. Peter & Paul [John Olszewski b 7 Jan 1842 Grocholin, Poland bapt Kcynia, Poland parents Christian Olszewski and Antonina Kedziora]; but there are other John Olszewskis in Poznania

PAPROCKI (aka POPROCKI) Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley) bc 1844 Poland parents Casimir PAPROCKI and Elisabeth WACHOWIAK (m 1872 Znin, Poland) to BORUCKA Frances (aka Francisca) b c 1854 Poland parents Thomas BORUCKI and Catharina NYKA, Frances d after 1920 census, Stan probably d before 1920, he’s not on census; only record child bp May 1876 St. Hedwig; Francisca gp for Katafiasz child bp Dec 1876 St. Hedwig; moved to Manistee, Michigan

PAWLACK Joseph gp for Joziwia child bp Jun 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo and gp for later children; may have moved to Manistee, Michigan (Joziwias did); possibly Joseph Powlok bc 1832 Poland d 8 Nov 1906 Manistee, MI, married, parents Joseph and Magdalena; wife of Joseph Jr. possibly Anna Powlok bc 1825 d 17 Nov 1909 Manistee, MI, widowed; may have been married in 1861 in Lopienno, Poland to Anna Szabelska; Joseph Pawlak bc 1837 m 1861 Lopienno to Anna Szabelska bc 1829

PAWLISZ (recorded also Pawlicz, Pawelisch, Pevitcki) Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) b c May 1822 Poland parents Peter PAWLISZ and Catharina MALKOWSKA, Jacob d 29 Oct 1903 Toledo bd St. Anthony, mc 1870 Poland to JUNIK Anna b c Jul 1842 Poland d 16 Jan 1914 Toledo; residence Nebraska Ave.; earliest record child d Jul 1874 bd SS. Peter & Paul (age 7 months, no bapt record); first child bp Dec 1874 SS PP; earliest child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig; Jacob Powlisch 45, Anna 27 and Marie 6 months immigrated 17 May 1872 SS Hansa to NYC; Jacob Pawlisz m 1 in 1849 Wierzchucin Krolewski, Poland to
LATOS(H) Catharina bc 1828 parents Andreas LATOS(H) and Hedwig KOWALSKA – child Catharina from this marriage married Beczynski and lived in Toledo

PAWL(Polish L)OWSKI
PAWLOWSKI Thomas (aka Tomasz) b 30 Nov 1847 Witowy, Poland (near Inowrocław) parents Ignatius PAWLOWSKI and Marianna GORSKA, Thomas d 10 Apr 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig mc 1880 to FELDMAN Theresa bc Oct 1852 Germany parents Ernest FELDMAN and Regina FURMUR?, Teresa d 24 Mar 1917 Hamtramck, Michigan; Thomas immigrated Feb 1872; first child bp Jun 1881 St. Hedwig; residence Detroit, Michigan in 1880, residence Warsaw St. in Toledo later; -- FURKAM, FURHANS

PIDENKOWSKI? (recorded Pidinskowzki and Pidenkowzki and Pinkofski) Anton and Francisca; child bp Feb 1876 St. Mary; Anton gp for Gens (Goncz) child bp Jul 1874 St. Mary; Anna Pidenskowska confirmed Nov 1877 St. Mary Toledo; Veronica Pidenkowska may have been mother of Anton, she d Jan 1889 at age 81, residence Hamilton St.; members of St. Mary parish

PIERSZCHALSKI Paul (aka Pawel, Paulus) bc 1848-49 Poland d 3 Jan 1894 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 19 Apr 1880 St. Hedwig) to ANDRYSIAK Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) b 20 Mar 1846 Zalesie, Szubin parish, Poland parents Simon ANDRYSIAK and Catharina BEDNAREK, Frances d 29 Feb 1904 Toledo bd St. Hedwig. Frances was widow of JOZWIAK (was her first husband Andrew Joziak whom she married in Kcynia in 1865?); earliest record Paul gp for Dalkowski child bp Nov 1872 St. Mary; 1880 residence Page St. near Mulberry St., later Dexter St., all in St. Hedwig (Lagrinka) area; Paul possibly from Wronczyn parish Poland

PIERSZCHALSKI John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1809-1813 Poland d 12 Mar 1888 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; residence Dexter St.; possibly a daughter of John: Josepha Wittucka (aka Pierczalska) m John Luzny

FLASHANT (recorded as Flashant and Planchant) Joseph (m 10 Aug 1875 SS. Peter & Paul) to SABUFSKA (recorded as Sabufski and Zorowski etc) SABOROWSKA or DOMBROWSKA? Victoria (witnesses Fliss and Sabusski); earliest record child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul (no father’s name, Victoria Samboreski mother, gp J & M Fliss); a Victoria Saborowska 40 immigrated 13 July 1872 on SS Celestial Empire to NYC from Poland

POCZEKAJ Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1842 Poland father Peter POCZEKAJ, Anthony d 2 Feb 1930 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1867 Szubin, Poland) to SINORADZKA (aka Synoracka, Synamara) Mariana bc 1844 Poland d 13 Jan 1903 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; their child Eleonora bp 3 Nov 1872 Szubin, Poland; earliest record child bp Apr 1875 St. Mary; first child bp Apr 1877 St. Hedwig; Poczekay Marzianna 29, Peleydia 3, and Lewonara 8 months immigrated 1 August 1873 to NYC on SS Celestial Empire from Poland

POCZEKAJ Stanislaus (aka Stanislaw, Stanley) bc 1849-50 Slupy, Poland (near Szubin) d 5 Dec 1935 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 4 Nov 1878 St. Hedwig) to LUZNA Mary bc 2 Feb 1864 Szubin area? parents John LUZNY and Mary, Mary Poczekaj d 5 Feb 1940 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Stanislaus gp for Frank Ciechna’s child bp Aug 1872 Szubin, Poland; Stanislaus immigrated 28 May 1873; 1880 residence Franklin Ave. (later named Mettler); Metter St. [Stanislaus Poczekaj b 17 Aug 1843 Turzyn, Poland bapt Kcynia parents Michael Poczekaj and Cunegunda Ciechna]

POLANSKI (aka Polenske) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1841 dc 1891-1900, (m 1872 Dluga Goslina, Poland) to SZYMANSKA Michalina bc Sep 1852 Poland parents Simon SZYMANSKI bc 1810 and Agnes SZWENGLER bc 1827 (her parents m 1850 Gluchowo, Poland), Michalina d 10 Jan 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Sep 1873 St. Mary; first child bp Jun 1878 St. Hedwig:
immigrated 22 May 1873 to NYC on SS Sirius, Joseph Palensky 33 and Micheline 21; residence Franklin Ave., widowed between 1891 and 1900?

PORAZINSKI (aka Parazinski, Poradzinski) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) b 23 Mar 1839 Makowarsko, Poland parents John PORADZINSKI bc 1814 d 3 Apr 1860 and Eva KUJAT (parents m 4 Feb 1839 Makowarsko, Poland) bc 1817, Joseph d 26 Jun 1911 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1 1864 Makowarsko, Poland) to WINOWIECKA Josepha (aka Josefa, Josephine) bc 13 Mar 1836 Lucim near Makowarsko, Poland parents Paul WINOWIECKI and Anna GETKA (parents m 26 Feb 1827 Makowarsko, Poland), Josepha d probably before 1872; their dtr Mary b c 1865 m Bojarski; their dtr Josephine bc 1867 m Casimir Trepinski; Joseph m 2 (before 1878) to HOPPE Marianna b c 1848 parents Michael HOPPE and Anna BELTER, Mary d 28 Feb 1931 Toledo; residence Noble St.; first child of Joseph and Maryanna bp Feb 1878 St. Hedwig; immigrated 11 May 1872 on SS Victoria to NYC: Paraziusky all: Emma (Eva, mother) 55, Josef 33 farmer, Marie 6, Malalia 5, Josephina 4

POWALSKI John J. (aka Jacob) (aka Jan, Joannes = John) b 1850 Poland (m 1 6 Jul 1881 St. Hedwig) m 1 to KALAS Mary bc 1864 Poland d 19 Sep 1882 Bronson Ave. Toledo; John (m 2 8 Jan 1883 St. Hedwig) m 2 to KOSMIDER Agnes bc 20 Apr 1855-57 Poland parents Adalbert KOSMIDER and Martha KLUCZ, Agnes d 4 Sep 1919 Whitehouse, Ohio bd St. Hedwig Toledo; John immigr c 1870s?; 1880 census: John lived w sister Agnes Powalska (m Anthony JAGODZINSKI) and her family on Bronson Ave. who immigrated 15 May 1868 to NY; 1900 residence Lagrange St.; John alive 1920 census

PRALA John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 2 April 1847/1849 Wyrzysk, Poland parents Chrisostom PRALA and Anna, John d 5 Oct 1937 Toledo bd St. Stanislaus (m 1 5 Feb 1878 St. Hedwig) to REJENT Lucia (widow of Simon REJENT), Lucia bc 1842 Poland d 14 Nov 1892 Toledo bd St. Anthony; John m 2 (24 Jan 1893 St. Anthony) to SPRINGER Anna bc 22 March 1865/1867 Sodeszewo, Poland parents Anthony SPRENGER and Antonina, Anna d 22 Oct 1949 Toledo; earliest record John gp for Rosenthal child bp Feb 1877 St. Hedwig; residence Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, St. Anthony parishioners; 1880 census Adams twp Lucas co Ohio: John Prawl 33 b c 1847 Poland m Lucy Prawl 37 bc 1843 Poland children Frank Prawl 5, Thomas Prawl 1, Anna Ryan 18, John Ryan 15, Emma Ryan 6 (Ryans are stepchildren of John Prawl, should be Rejent?)

PREIBE [aka Priebey, Prybe] Albert (aka Wojciech, Adalbert, George) bc Oct 1838 Germany d 31 Jul 1877 Toledo Ohio occupation shoemaker

PRYBA (aka Prybe) Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw, Michaelis) bc 1821 Poland d 16 Oct 1895 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1851 Kwieciszewo, Poland) to MARCIANIAC Marianna bc 1833-35 Czarnotul near Mogilno parents Mathias MARCIANIAC and Francisca, Marianna d 5 Jan 1913 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Jan 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Locust St. at George St, later Page St. Toledo; daughter Frances Prybe m John Czaja Nov 1875 St. Hedwig

PRZYBYLSKI John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1838 Poland d 5 May 1873 Toledo bd SS. Peter & Paul (m 1867 Lopienno, Poland) to LUKASIEWICZ (BOROWIAK?) Apollonia (aka Paulina, Napoliana) bc 1844 Poland; Apollonia (m 2 13 Jan 1874 SS. Peter & Paul) m 2 to Joseph MARTEK bc 1849; first child of Marteks bp Aug 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; Apollonia gp for Jozwiack child bp at St. Hedwig Jun 1876; residence Kuhschwanz; Marteks moved to Radom Illinois before 1880 (see MARTEK); Przybylski and Martek family records in St. Michael Radom Illinois

PULASKI Henry bc 1837, Civil War Veteran, enlisted at 24 yrs on 24 Apr 1861 Ohio Infantry 8th Regiment Co G as a corporal, mustered out 18 Aug 1861 at Columbus, Ohio; 1867 Toledo City Directory: cigar maker at F. Kruse’s, 1870 at 87 Summit Street, also in 1875
PURCHLEWSKI Jacob; witness for m Jul 1873 St. Mary of Michael Szwajkowski and Salomea Purchlewska; also Helen Purchlewska m John Luzny 1882

PYSZKA Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc 1845 Poland d 21 Feb 1883 Dexter St. Toledo bd St. Francis de Sales Cemetery (m 1865 Szubin, Poland) to CHOLEWCZYNSKA (aka Holewczynska) Victoria b 15 Jun 1848 Szubin, Poland parents Maciej/Mateusz (aka Simon) CHOLEWCZYNSKI and Josepha KALKA, Victoria d 31 May 1921 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; their child Paul was bp 9 Jun 1872 Szubin, Poland; Adalbert was gp for Konieczny-Pyszka child bp Jan 1873 Szubin; earliest record child bp Dec 1873 St. Mary; first child bp Nov 1876 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Yates St. near Locust St.; later Elm St.; probably Michalina/Mary Dalkowski’s brother; Victoria Pyska 23, Johann 5, Marianne 11m immigrated 3 Nov 1873 on SS Weser to NYC

RAJTER (aka Reiter, Rejter, Rayter) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1835 parents Karol REITER and Hedwig MACHINSKA, John d 3 Jun 1880 Toledo bd St. Mary Cemetery, John m to BORUCKA Antonina (aka Anna) bc 25 Dec 1839/1841 Poland; first child bp Sep 1876 St. Hedwig; 1900 residence of Antonina (w daughter’s family) Albion St.; John’s occupation blacksmith; possibly from Znin, Poland; son’s m record 1890 St. Anthony says “Osowiec, parish Wielatowo in Posnan,” but no such parish, could be Wylatowo parish south of Mogilno; immigrated 29 Aug 1870 on SS Anton to NYC: Johann Reiter 31, Antonhe 26, Peter 5, Johann 3, Caecilie Reiter unknown age all from Prussia

RAJTER (recorded Rejter) Albert (aka Wojciech, Adalbert, George) bc 30 March 1845 parents Karl REITER and Hedwig MACHINSKA, Albert d 12 April 1915 Toledo Albert and wife buried St. Mary Cem Toledo, Albert m to REHBEIN Josephina Matilda (aka Josepha) bc 23 Dec 1850 parents Simeon REHBEIN (aka Rybine) and Julia Windlandt, Josephine d 26 Aug 1914 Toledo bd St. Mary Cemetery; earliest record child bp Sep 1875 St. Mary; child bp Mar 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo; residence Albion St. Toledo, occupation blacksmith; Josephine Rehbein immigrated 26 Oct 1872 on SS Berlin to NYC

REJENT Simon bc 1841 (aka Szymon, Simeon) d before 1878 (m 1869 Wieszczyzyn, Poland, near Srem; groom’s name recorded Joseph Rejent) to Lucia (aka Lucy) Borowiecka bc 1842 Poland d 14 Nov 1892 Toledo bd St. Anthony (see PRALA entry); only record child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; Lucia (m 2 5 Feb 1878 St. Hedwig) to John PRALA bc 1849 Wyrzysz, Poland; Lucia d 14 Nov 1892 bd St. Anthony; immigrated 20 April 1870 to NYC on SS Silesia: Simon Regent 37 farmer, Lucie 29, Barba 7 female, Joh. 5 male; 1880 census Adams twp Lucas co Ohio: John Prawl 33 b c 1847 Poland m Lucy Prawl 37 bc 1843 Poland children Frank Prawl 5, Thomas Prawl 1, Anna Ryan 18, John Ryan 15, Emma Ryan 6 (Ryans are stepchildren of John Prawl, should be Rejent?)

ROCHOWIAK Florian (aka Floryan) bc May 1848-50 Poland d 5 Jan 1942 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 19 Jul 1875 St. Mary) to JAGODZINSKA Frances bc 1857-59 Poland parents Antoni JAGODZINSKI and Agnes POWALSKA, Frances d 28 Feb 1921 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest records: Florian Rochowiak and Anna Rochowiak gp for Smorowski child bp Aug 1873 St. Mary, Frances Jacojinska gp for Siwajek child bp Nov 1873 St. Mary; first child of Florian and Frances bp Mar 1877 St. Hedwig; 1880 residence Thompson St. (now Bronson Ave.), Cottage Ave.; Anna Rochomak 22 imm 11 Apr 1872 on SS Silesia to NYC

ROCHOWIAK Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1847 Poland parents Thomas ROCHOWIAK bc 1814 Poland and Magdalena SMOROSZ bc 1814 Poland, Joseph d 15 Apr 1909 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, Joseph (m 1869 Koldrab, Poland) to NOSZEK Agnes bc 2 Feb 1847/1850 Poland d 1 Nov 1913 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Aug 1879 St. Hedwig; child Stephen bp Immaculate Conception Church,
Port Clinton Ohio Aug 1877, and Joseph gp there 1875; immigrated 31 May 1873 to NYC on SS Prinz Albert: Josef farmer 28, Jagna 25, Marianne 10 months; residence Higgins St.

ROCHOWIAK Lawrence (aka Wawrzyniec, Laurentius,Walenty = Valentine) bc 1847 Zedowo (aka Rzedowo, Zendo wo, in Chomietowo parish, between Szubin and Znin) Poland parents Adalbert ROCHOWIAK and Marianna CHLEBOWSKA, Lawrence d 4 Jun 1930 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 4 May 1875 SS. Peter & Paul) to SKOLMOWSKA (aka Skolimowska) Rosalia (aka Roza, Rose) bc 1860 Poland parents Adalbert SKOLMOWSKI and Marianna GRABOWSKA, Rosalia d 15 Jul 1894 Toledo bd St. Anthony; Rosalia’s surname recorded as Janiszewska at SSPP marriage; earliest record Laurent gp for Malicki child bp Aug 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; Lawrence and Rosalia’s first child bp Nov 1876 St. Hedwig; Lawrence (m 2 7 Jun 1897 St. Anthony) m 2 to Anna ZIEMKIEWICZ bc April 1862-1868 Poland parents John ZIEMKIEWICZ and Constantia; Lawrence (Walenty) immigrated May 1872 arr 4 Apr 1872 on SS Smidt to NYC as W. Rochewiak 28; residence Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, members St. Anthony; Lawrence had a brother named Martin/Mathias (m Marianna Switalek)

ROCHOWIAK Lucas (aka Łukasz) bc 1844 Poland parents Stanislaus ROCHOWIAK bc 1822 Poland and Marianna WALENTOWSKA bc 1819 Poland (m 1869 Brzyskorzystew, Poland) to DOBRZYNSKA Anna bc 1847 Poland parents Lucas DOBRZYNSKI and Agnes LEWANDOWSKA; from Brzyskorzystew, Junczewo and Goryczke parishes; earliest record Anna Rochowiak gp for Smorowski child bp Aug 1873 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Oct 1875; other children of Stanislaus ROCHOWIAK and Marianna WALENTOWSKA: John ROCHOWIAK bc 1844 (m 1870 Junczewo, Poland) to Frances PAWLOWICZ, and Stephen ROCHOWIAK bc 1851 d 27 Jan 1885 Dexter St. Toledo (m 1874 Junczewo, Poland) to ZBIERANSKA Frances bc 1854 d 10 Jun 1885 Toledo; much more information available on Rochowiaks; Anna Rochomak 22 imm 11 Apr 1872 on SS Silesia to NYC; did Lucas and Anna Rochowiak move to Lansing, Michigan?

ROCHOWIAK Victoria (aka Wyktor yra) gp for Zmudzinski-Malak child bp Jan 1876 St. Hedwig and for Idzikowski-Matelska child bp Jul 1876 St. Hedwig; Roch and Victoria Rockowiak lived in Detroit, MI c 1878-1880s-1890; were they from Brodnica, Poland?

ROGOWSKI (aka Roguszka, Rogos) John (aka Jan, Joannes) b 13 Aug 1840 Szubin, Poland parents Jacob ROGUSZKA (ROGOWSKI) and Marianna WESOLEK, John d 27 Feb 1905 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1865 Szubin, Poland) to WITUCKA Marcianna (aka Mary) b 3 Jun 1843 Szubin, Poland parents Joseph WITUCKI and Marianna PRELINSKA (aka Bylinska), Mary Rogowska d 11 Feb 1889 bd St. Hedwig; their child Bronislawa bp 1 Aug 1872 Szubin, Poland; immigrated between Aug 1872 and Dec 1872; earliest record John gp for Thomas Michalski child bp Dec 1872 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Mary Sep 1873; first child bp at St. Hedwig Nov 1875; John (m 2 14 Oct 1889 St. Hedwig) m 2 to Magdalena KONIECZNA bc 1860 Poland parents Bartholomew KONIECZNY and Michalina DEPCZYNSKA; Magdalena next married Frank Molinski 1906 St. Hedwig; 1880 & later residence Page St. near Mulberry St.; a Johann Rogowski 31 farmer immigrated 13 May 1872 on SS Deutschland to NYC

ROSENTHAL Mathias (aka Maciej) bc 5 Feb 1838/1845 Poland father John ROSENTHAL, Mathias d 10 Dec 1912 Toledo bd St. Anthony, m to MACKOWIAK Rosalia (aka Roza, Rose) bc 1844 /1848 father John MACKOWICZ/MACKOWIAK. Rose d 27 June 1930 Toledo; earliest child Francis bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; first child bp Feb 1877 St. Hedwig (mother called Julianna) son John b c 1873? Ohio, residence Blum St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony; Mathias Rasenthal 29 farmer and Rosalie 25 imm 12 March 1869 on SS Cimbria to NYC

ROSINSKI John bc 1848 Poland m to NAPIERALSKA Frances bc 23 March 1849 Poland father Philip NAPIERALSKI, Frances d 26 June 1932 Toledo; earliest record child bp Sep 1873 SS Peter & Paul; first
child bp Nov 1875 St. Hedwig; residence Germania St. and Blum St., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Anthony; Joh. Roszynski 29 and Francisca 23 immigrated 9 April 1873 on SS Holsatia to NYC

RUTKOWSKI Nicholas bc 1814 (m 1848 Cerekwica, Poland) to LISIAKOWSKA? Marianna (aka Anna Maria) bc 1819 d 2 Jan 1876 bd SS. Peter & Paul. Nicholas was gp for many children bp SS. Peter & Paul, and several times witness for marriages in 1874 and 1875; residence 1875-76 Vance St.; also was John Rutkowski, Rosalia Rutkowska and Margaret Rutkowska, all gp in 1874 and 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; immigrated 11 June 1873 to NYC on SS Thuringia: Ncils. 59, Marie 60, Wadisls. 9 male son

RYSZKA John bc 1837-1846 Poland (m 1864 Barlozo, Poland) Marianna Keizer , Marianna died 1872-73 (m 19 May 1873 St. Mary) to PARUZYNSKA (aka PORADZINSKA) Frances bc 1836 Poland widow of Julius SAMOWSKI who d May 1872; first child bp Mar 1875 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Oct 1876; 1880 census with their children and step-children; 1876 residence Frederick St.; members of St. Mary and St. Hedwig; Him?: Johs. Rziski 35 and Marianne Rziski 30 immigrated 8 Apr 1872 on SS Donau to NYC; moved to Milwaukee Wisconsin; A Wilhelm Ryszka b in Toledo md Anna Stachnik on 24 Nov 1903 in Milwaukee, his parents John Ryszka and Franze Parozinska; and in 1900 census in Wisc

SABUSKI (aka Sabufski, Samboreski, Saboreski) [Dombrowski??, Zabulski?] Victoria (m PLASHANT), Mary DOMBROWSKA (m LEWINSKI), Elizabeth SABUSKI (m FLIS), and Louisa SABUSKI – all recorded in Toledo in early 1870s

SAMOWSKI Julius bc 1828 Posen father Julius SAMOWSKY, Julius Jr. d 7 May 1872 Toledo bd St. Mary and “Catholic Cemetery” m to PARUZYNSKA (aka Poradzinska) Frances; only record child bp Oct 1872 St. Mary and death of Julius in 1872; Frances m 2 John RYSZKA; Julius Samolzki 40 miller immigrated 1 June 1870 on SS Freihandel to NYC from Prussia; Frances Porazinski may be from Makowarsko, Poland

SAVENTSKY is the surname STOINSKI? (recorded as, also Saneski, Savensky): John and Catharina, Louisa gp for Koczorowski and Czarnecki children bp May 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; John and Catharina child bp Oct 1874 SSPP; Jacob and Josephine gp for Stelmaszek child bp Aug 1873 SSPP; Rosalia Savensky (Stoinski) wife of Valentine STELMASZEK; Catharina Samenska gp for Stelmaszewski-Stoinska child bp Dec 1877 Radom Illinois; Stoinski may be from Murowana Goslina parish, Poland

SCHINSKI (aka Schinsky, Shinsky, Schiensky, Tschinsky, Zinski) Mathias (aka Martin) d c 1880, m to HAMMERSCHMIDT Mary bc 15 Jan 1859 Toledo parents George HAMMERSCHMIDT and Theresa TREUNDSHOFFER/TREUMSHAFFER, Mary d 8 Sep 1938 Woodland Ave. Toledo (as Mary A. Schultz); Mathias gp and marr witness many times in early 1870s St. Mary; St. Mary census: Schinski Maria nata Hammerschmidt, child Elisabetha nata 21 July 1879 (Mathias d early 1880s) – “Schultz” pencilled in – remarried to Schultz Paul 25 Oct 1882 Toledo; Toledo City Directory 1874-75: Schinski Matthias saloon & shoeshop 300 Cherry; Walbina Schenski [Balbina SCHINSKI?] gp for Anielak child bp Feb 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; George Hammerschmidt bc 1818 d 15 Mar 1876 at Cherry St. bd St. Mary Cemetery [wife was Theresa Treundhoffer bc 1832 Germany parents S. and Theresa “Frienderfer”, she d 1 Feb 1916 bd St. Mary Cem Toledo] – earliest child of George & Theresa is Mary (m Schultz) b “ Jan 1859” Toledo; Henry SINSKY d 29 Dec 1875 age 42 years, d Oliver St. Toledo

SCHIPANSKI William (Szczepanski?) bc 1820-1828 Germany d 27 Aug 1873 (William Shipansky age 45 yrs 4 mos 27 days b Germany) d 309 Summit St., Toledo, Ohio m to Fredericka bc 1818 Germany d 27 Dec 1873 Wade St., Toledo, Ohio (age 56 yrs b Germany) bur Forest Cemetery (COD bronchitis); Wilh. Shipansky 34 occup skinner last res Mecklenburg left Hamburg arrived NYC 16 Jan 1864 on SS John Hermann; arrived NYC from Hamburg 8 May 1855 on SS Elbe: Frederike 37, Ferdinand 5, Robert
3, Wilhelmine 7; TCD 1867 (1872-73): cabinetmaker; class 2 draft on 1 Jul 1863: Wm Schipanski age 40 occup cap maker from Toledo 5th ward b Germany

SHEOSKI (recorded as Sheoski, Sheroski, Shefoski, Shavoski, Shewitzki) Stanislaus m to Josephine; child bp Dec 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo, gp Martin Shewizki

SHEOSKI (recorded as Sheoski, Sheroski, Shefoski, Shavoski, Shewitzki) Martin m to Anna M.; child bp Aug 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; also Magdalena Shavoski gp Nov 1874 SSPP, Maria Shefoski gp Nov 1874 SSPP

SIWAJEK (aka Schevaiac, Shiver) Frank (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1848-49 probably Szubin, Poland, father George/Adalbert SIWAJEK bc 1814 and Frances TRZASKOWSKA bc 1814, Frank d 22 Dec 1945 Toledo, mc 1872 to WALENTOWSKA Catharina (aka Katarzyna) bc 1852 Poland father Joseph WALENTOWSKI, Katarzyna d 21 Jan 1930 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child bp Nov 1873 St. Mary; first record child bp at St. Hedwig May 1878; 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St., later Everett St., members St. Hedwig; 1880 census: Frank 32, Catharina 28, child, bro-in-law John Wynatoska (Walentowski) 32, sis-in-law Josephine (Walentowski) 19; immigrated 27 March 1872 to NYC on SS America: Joh. Walentowska 22, Cath. 15, Franz 15; Franz Shivek 19 immigrated 18 May 1868 on SS Bavaria to NYC

SKOLMOWSKI Frank (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1845 Poland d 4 Feb 1901 Toledo bd St. Anthony (m 11 May 1875 St. Hedwig Toledo) to LASKOWSKA Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc 1856 Poland d 15 Sep 1936 Toledo bd St. Anthony; Frank was widower when m 1875: Aniela Skolmowska d 21 Jul 1876 St. Mary Toledo age 1 year; children bp Nov 1876 to Mar 1882 St. Hedwig; Rose Skolmowska m Lawrence Rochowiak, her parents were Adalbert SKOLMOWSKI and Marianna GRABOWSKA; Marianna Skolmowska bc Mar 1821 widow immigrated c 1874 lived Nebraska Ave. with Rochowiaks; Skolmowski residence 1438 Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, members of St. Hedwig and St. Anthony; was Frank’s first wife Sophia who d 28 May 1872 Toledo at age 29 years?

SLABOSZEWSKI (aka Sławoszewski) Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc Mar 1825 Poland d 20 Nov 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, (m1 1858 Lisewo Koscielne, Poland) to SMOLENSKA Valeria bc 1835 Poland parents Adalbert SMOLENSKI and Salomea, Valeria d 31 Aug 1874 Toledo; bd St. Mary; Joseph (m2 19 Jul 1875 St. Mary) to NIEMCZEWSKA Michalina bc 1846-50 Poland d 21 Oct 1895 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; first child bp May 1876 St. Hedwig; Toledo City Directory 1874-75: Slaverswiski Joseph cabinetmaker B. Melink, Everett St. near Lagrange; 1880 residence Peck St. near Lagrange St. Toledo; the following are children of Joseph and Valeria Slaboszewski: Valerius Slawoszewski who married Antonina Szelażkiewicz 1883 St. Hedwig (is Antonina sister of Peter Szelažkiewicz?); Josephine Slaboszewska who married Peter Szelażkiewicz 1879 St. Hedwig; also John Sławoszewski witness for marriages in 1878 and 1879 St. Hedwig – John Hawerspiski d 28 Oct 1882 age 24 d at Hamilton St. Toledo; Michalina Niemczewska 27 single immigrated 1 July 1875 to NYC on SS Cimbria; Sławoszewskis immigrated on 19 June 1872 on SS Koeln to NYC: Joh. Sławoszewski 43 farmer, Vabria (Valeria, first wife) Sławoszewski 30, Johann 7, Josefa 6, Valerian 5; St. Anthony Orphanage admitted June 29, 1885 – Polish Riot: child of Valeri Schwaska and Anthony Skolacky(mother) [Valerian Słaboszewski and Antonina Szelażkiewicz]; children of Peter Schwaska and Jose Skolacki [Peter Szelażkiewicz and Josefa Słaboszewska]; also see Dalkowski entry

SMOROWSKI Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc 22 Oct 1843 Izdebnio, Poland parents Martin SMOROWSKI and Susanna WINKE, Andrew d 7 Jan 1934 Monclova, OH bd St. Joseph Cemetery Maumee, OH (m 1871 Znin, Poland) to SIADEK Magdalena bc 21 July 1848/1849 Poland parents Jacob SIADEK bc 1820 Izdebnio and Catharina MICHALSKA bc 1828 Znin, Magdalena d 30 Dec 1928
Monclova, OH bd St. Hedwig; have more information on ancestors; earliest record child bp Aug 1877 St. Hedwig; residence Monclova Twp

SMOROWSKI Frank (aka Franciszek, Franciscus) bc 1852 Poland father probably Joseph
SMOROWSKI, Frank d 3 May 1922 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1 on 7 Jan 1879 St. Hedwig Toledo) to
GORNA Josephine bc 1863 near Dziewierzewo, Poland parents Thomas GORN and Maryanna
ROGOWSKA (see their entry), Josephine d 31 May 1882 Frederick St. Toledo; Frank m 2 (m 2 25 Sep 1882 St. Hedwig) to DULINSKA Mary bc 1866 near Szaradowo, Poland parents Valentine DULINSKI bc 1835 and Justina ANTHONIAK bc 1830, Mary d 6 Jan 1920 Toledo; Frank immigr c 1874; Josephine Gorna immigr May 1873; residence Mettler St.

SOKOLOWSKI (recorded as Socolowsky) Carolina bc 1802 Germany d 24 Feb 1880 Thayer St. Toledo; Caroline Socolowsky immigrated 30 June 1871 on SS New York to NYC

SOTEK (aka Sotiek, Sodok, Sottek, Sottek, Sadek) Felix S. (aka Philip) bc 1837? d 27 Dec 1927? in Lima, Ohio? [called Frederick Sottek, widower of Mary] (m 3 Oct 1873 Toledo) to KAMINSKA
Marianna bc 1856 parents Ignatius KAMINSKI and Angela TROSKOLASKA? (see their entry), Mary A. Sotek d 27 May 1926 Toledo widow; earliest record Felix gp for John Sotek child bp May 1867 St. Mary Toledo; earliest record for Marianna: confirmed May 1872 St. Mary Toledo; first record of Marianna and Felix’s child bp Jan 1874 St. Mary (this child was born Dec 1871 sic); first child bp at St. Hedwig Dec 1876; St. Mary census: Sottek Felix and Kaminski Marianna: 249 Monroe St., also 1816 Wakeman and Detroit Ave., Kuhschwanz, children Thed. Francis nat Nov 1874, Joseph nat Dec 1876, Eleonora Maria nat Feb 1882

SOTEK (aka Sotik, Soteck, Sottek, Sadek) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1826 Poland (m 1857 Rosko and Wielen, Poland) to BYCZEK Paulina bc 1821 Poland father Mathias/Melchior BYCZEK; Paulina widow: m 1 Jan 1837 Rosko and Wielen, to Antonius Gozdz bc 1803; immigrated 4 November 1865 to NYC on SS Sir Isaac Newton: J. Sottek farmer 39, Paule wife 40, Magdalene 14, Stanislaus 6, Mariane 2, Theodor infant; earliest record child of John and Paulina bp May 1867 St. Mary; John gp for Zmudziejewski child bp Jan 1873 St. Mary; moved to Chicago, Illinois by 1880

SOTEK (recorded Sotiek) Magdalena bc 1851; immigrated above with family; gp for Joseph Kalas child bp Mar 1870 St. Mary Toledo; also a female A. Sadeck confirmed in 1873 St. Mary Toledo

STACHOWIAK Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw, Michaelis) bc 1842 Poland (m 1869 Junczewo, Poland) to SZAFRANSKA Catharina (aka Katarzyna) bc 1848 Poland; only record twins bp Nov 1875 St. Hedwig; immigrated 23 March 1874 on SS America as Stachowik: Michael 33 bricklayer/maurer, Catharine 24, Johanne 3, Cacilik (Cecilia?) 2; moved to Manistee, Michigan

STELMASZEWSKI (aka Stelmaszek) Joseph (aka Valentine) (Joseph = Jozef, Josephus) bc 1839 Poland parents Laurentius (aka Wawrzyniec) STELMASZEWSKI and Francisca (Dominiczak?), Joseph d 26 Jan 1894 St. Charles Borromeo, Dubois, Illinois (m 1867 Gniezno, Poland St. Lawrence Church) to
STOINSKA (aka Stoizska) Rosalia (aka Roza, Rose) bc 1849 Poland d 26 Nov 1931 Jefferson Co. IL; earliest record child bp Aug 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; children bp Oct 1875 (mother Stoinska) St. Hedwig; moved to Radom, Illinois (son John baptized 30 December 1877 St. Michael Radom; children married St. Charles Borromeo Dubois, Illinois); Francisca STELMASZEWSKA (wife of Lawrence) bc 1809 Poland d 9 Feb 1896 St. Charles Borromeo Dubois, Illinois (and mother of Joseph); Laurentius STELMASZEWSKI d 17 Nov 1902 Jefferson Co. IL age 92 years his parents were Simon and Francisca Stelmaszewski; brother Michael STELMASZEWSKI m to Marianna STOJINSKA (residence Dubois, Illinois)
STELMASZEWSKI Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) bc 1851 parents Laurentius STELMASZEWSKI and Francisca (Dominiczak?), Jacob d 7 Jun 1921 Dubois IL (m 12 Oct 1875 SS. Peter & Paul) to BUDZYNSKA Catharina (aka Katarzyna) bc 1857 d 5 Aug 1912 Dubois IL; only records children bp Oct 1876 and Jan 1879 St. Hedwig; Catharina gp for Wesolowski-Musielak child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig; moved to Dubois Illinois (children in parish records at Dubois St. Charles Borromeo); Jacob Stelmazasski 26 immigrated 29 October 1872 on SS City of Montreal to NYC

STRZYZEWSKI Peter (aka Piotr, Petrus) gp for Szwajkowski-Purchlewska child bp Jan 1877 St. Hedwig

SUCHOMSKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech, Albert, George) bc 1845 Poland parents John SUCHOMSKI and Anna DONAJSKA, Albert d 11 Feb 1908 bd St. Hedwig (m 1871 Byslaw, Poland) to KURCZEWSKA Margaret (aka Malgorzata) bc 1852 Byslaw, Poland parents Valentine Kurczewski and Magdalena Nowacka, Margaret d 3 Oct 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; first record probably child bp Feb 1875 SS. Peter & Paul (recorded Albert Sugenski & M. Anna Sugenski); immigrated 1872; first child bp at St. Hedwig Nov 1876; 1880 census: ages 35 and 29, children Mary 10, Frank 7, Frances 2; residence Warsaw St., members of St. Hedwig; occupation in Poland blacksmith, first Polish policeman in Toledo; St. Boniface Parish, Oak Harbor, Ohio: b 29 Nov 1873, bapt 14 Dec 1873 – Francis parents Georg. Sacgorski and Margaretha Rosmerki, godparents Kiapka and Eliz Rosmerki (her husband was Geo/Adalbert) in Toledo

SZCZEPANIAK John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1848 Poland (John SZCZEPANIAK may have been b 13 Jun 1850 Morakowo, Czeszewo Wagrowiec parish parents Joseph SZCZEPANIAK and Agnes PRZYBYL) John d 15 Jan 1907 Toledo bd Calvary Cemetery (m 1871 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to SZCZYGIELSKA Anna bc 1847 Golancz, Poland parents John SZCZYGIELSKI and Margaret BRZUKIEWICZ, Anna d 12 Sep 1909 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record child d 17 Jul 1875 Toledo bd St. Mary [Victoria was 10 months old]; first child bp at St. Hedwig Jun 1876; 1880 residence Grove St. (later called 200-300 Bronson Ave.); later Everett St., members of St. Hedwig; a Johann Stepaneck 28 immigrated 6 April 1872 on SS Leipzig to NYC

SZCZEPANKOWSKI (recorded Subnoffski) Francis (aka Franciszek, Franciscus, Frank) bc 1834 Poland (m 1865 Poznan, Poland – St. Martin Church) to SZPET Antonina (aka Anna) bc 1842 Poland d 6 Nov 1909 Toledo; immigrated 15 March 1872 on SS Electric to NYC: Szezcpankowski Franz 37, Antonie 27, Angierska (Agnes) 4, Adam 9m; resided in Utica, NY and Cincinnnati, Ohio until October 1873; earliest record child bp Aug 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; two children bp St. Hedwig in 1880 and 1882; residence Lucas St., Locust St. (1909)

SZCZEPAŃSKI see SCHIPANSKI

SZELAZKIEWICZ (aka Szelaszkiewicz) Peter (aka Piotr, Petrus) bc 9 Feb 1852/1855 probably near Kostrzyn, Poland parents Frank SZELASZKIEWICZ and Mary LASIEWICZ (aka Lesinska), Peter d 20 Jun 1926 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 13 Jan 1879 St. Hedwig) to SLABOSZEWSKA (aka Slawoszewski) Josephine (aka Jozefa) bc 9 May 1861/1862 near Lisewo Koscielne, Poland parents Joseph SLABOSZEWSKI and Valeria SMOLINSKA, Josephine d 19 Apr 1926 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Peter witness for Klos-Komorowska marriage Sep 1874 St. Mary Toledo; 1880 residence Locust St. (later named Warsaw); Lagrange St., Hausman St., members St. Hedwig; Peter Zelaszkewitsch 24 immigrated 3 March 1873 on SS Marco Polo; St. Anthony Orphanage: admitted June 29, 1885 – Polish Riot – child of Valeri Schawaska and Anthony Skolacky(mother) [Valerian Slaboszewski and Antonina Szelazkiewicz]; children of Peter Schawaska and Jose Skolacki [Peter Szelazkiewicz and Josefa Slaboszewska]; also see Dalkowski entry
SZUBARGA (aka Schubarga) Jacob (aka Jakub, Jacobus) b.c Jul 1830 Poland parents Peter SZUBARGA and Catharina PRYBA, Jacob d 13 Oct 1900 Toledo bd St. Hedwig, (m Jan 1859 Niestronno, Poland) to GORSKA Catharine (aka Katarzyna) b.c Sep 1839 parents Andreas GORSKI and Marianna KRANZ, Catherine d 17 Jan 1927 Toledo; Jacob imm 10 Jun 1872 SS City of Washington to NYC, Catharine imm 1878; residence 1352 Moore St., members of St. Hedwig; their daughter Josepha SZUBARGA m 1 June 1886 St. Michael Radom Illinois to Stanislaus Janowski; Jacob was godparent for their child b 1891 Radom

SZWAJKOWSKA Mary witness for Michael and Salome Szwajkowski marriage Jul 1873 (this was not Mary Lodyga, she did not marry Adalbert Szwajkowski until two years later); was this Melchior’s mother?

SZWAJKOWSKI Adalbert (aka Wojciech) b.c 1847 Poland d 15 Apr 1884 Campbell St. Toledo (m 16 Aug 1875 St. Mary Toledo) to LODYGA Mary (aka Marianna) b.c 1847 Poland d 7 Aug 1924 Toledo bd Nativity Church; Mary m 1 to Thomas MICHALSKI d May 1875; earliest record Mary gp for Dalkowski child bp Nov 1872 St. Mary; earliest record Thomas and Marianna Michalski child bp Dec 1872 St. Mary; 1884 residence of Szwajkowskis – Campbell St., Kuhschwanz; 1900 residence of Mary on Oswald St. with her son Joseph Michalski

SZWAJKOWSKI Melchior b.c 1834 Poland parents possibly Melchior and Mary SZWAJKOWSKI, Melchior d 1 Dec 1926 Toledo (m 1869 Kostrzyn, Poland) to NOWAKOWSKA Catharina b.c 1832 d after 1900 census; Catharina (maiden name unknown) was widow of NOWAK/NOWAKOWSKI; Melchior (m 1 1863 Poznan, Poland St. Margaret Church) m 1 to Antonina ROSOWSKA b.c 1835 Poland; earliest record Melchior witness for John Czaja marr Nov 1875 St. Hedwig; Melior Schwakowski bricklayer 46 immigrated 7 June 1873 to NYC on SS Atalanta; Catharina Szwajkowska 48 immigrated 30 November 1874 to NYC on SS Deutschland with Catharina age 8; residence Utica St. (1880), Hausman St. (1900)

SZWAJKOWSKI Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) b.c Sept 1843-45 Poland parents John SZWAJKOWSKI and Mary, Michael d 3 Jun 1919 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 21 Jul 1873 St. Mary) to PURCHLEWSKA Salome b.c 1848 Poland d 24 Apr 1928 bd St. Adalbert; first child bp May 1874 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Jan 1876 (child John, who was buried Jan 1876 St. Mary); 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St., later Lagrange St., members of St. Mary and St. Hedwig; occupation tailor

SZYMANSKI Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) b.c 1840-43 Poland parents [father deceased at time of marriage] and Josepha, Michael d 24 Jun 1881 Toledo (m 24 Jun 1881 Slupy, Poland) to JARECKA Mary (aka Marianna) b.c 1840 Slupy parents Ignatius JARECKI and Marianna KACZMAREK, Mary Jarecka Szymanska Grabelska d 19 Nov 1922 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; 1880 census: Michael and Mary both 40, children John 13, Mary 9; first record child bp at St. Hedwig Mar 1880; another child bp 13 Dec 1881 “father Michael deceased”; Mary (m 2 24 Jan 1887 St. Hedwig) to John GRABELSKI widower; John GRABELSKI b.c 1834 d 20 May 1892 bd St. Hedwig; John Grabelski’s first wife Catharina d 22 Dec 1885 Hausman St. Toledo bd St. Francis de Sales Cemetery; 1880 residence Dexter St.; Hartman St., members of St Hedwig; Michel Szymansky 32 farmer immigrated 7 June 1872 on SS Niagara to NYC; immigrated 1 September 1873 to NYC on SS Hermann: Maria Szymanska 25, Johanne 4 male, Marianne 9 months infant
SZYMORA (recorded Schymkora) Joseph bc June 1827 Poland mc 1870 to Anna bc Aug 1826 Poland; 1900 census on Vance St. immigrated c “1868”

SZYMOWIAK (recorded Schimkojak) John bc 1826 d 2 Oct 1903 Toledo bd St. Anthony; gp Oct 1873 St. Mary for Chudzinski; Catharina Szymkowiak (m 19 Jul 1880 St. Hedwig) to Stanislaus Wodzinski; Antonina Szymkowiak (m 15 Nov 1881 St. Hedwig) to Adalbert Biskup.

SZYNKA (aka Schinkey, Shinke(y); death record Schinkey) Peter bc 27 Dec 1826 Poland d 9 Feb 1918 Monclova Twp. Ohio bd St. Joseph Cemetery Maumee m 1 to WISNIEWSKA Catherine bc 1830 Poland d 3 Mar 1894 Maumee, Ohio bd St. Joseph Cemetery Maumee; Peter Schenk 28 watchmaker and Catherine Schenk 24 immigrated 22 Nov 1854 from London to NYC on SS Robert Peel; child Mary b 4 Nov 1858 Ohio bapt Nov 1858 St. Joseph Maumee Ohio; Peter Schenk 28 watchmaker and Catherine Schenk 24 immigrated 22 Nov 1854 from London to NYC on SS Robert Peel; child Mary b 4 Nov 1858 Ohio bapt Nov 1858 St. Joseph Maumee Ohio; resided Waynefield Twp 1870 census, Maumee village 1900 census; occupation farmer; brother of Anna SZYNKA who m Jan KORTAS (see entry); Peter Szyanka 23 Jul 1894 St. Hedwig to Catharine KLEDZIK bc Nov 1838/1840 father Maciej CHLOPEK, widow of John Kledzik, Catherine Shinke the second wife d 3 July 1927 Belmont Ave. (Kuhschwanz); “Polacy w Toledo, 1908” says he is from village of Tuchola near Naklo; Is this him?: Peter Senka b 1831 Tczew son of Peter (?) Ephraim Senka and Regina Rahwerder and Carl Wilhelm Senke b 1840 Tczew son of Ephrahem Senke and Regina Rowderer; US Civil War: resided Wayne Twp Lucas Co Ohio, registered as a class 2, age on 1 Jul 1863 was 37 b Germany, farmer

SZYPERSKI Joseph bc 1818 d 1 Sep 1897 Toledo widowed; gp for Trawinski-Szyperska child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; Josef Szypenski 49 farmer immigrated 18 April 1872 on SS Johanne Marie to NYC

SZYPERSKI Michael bc 1843 father Joseph SZYPERSKI, Michael m to TRAWINSKA Josephine bc 1853 probably Pechowo parish area, Poland parents probably Szymon/Simon TRAWINSKI bc 1815 parents Jacob and Catherine, and Michalina MACIKOWSKA bc 1820 parents Michael and Catharina; 1880 Census: County Rd., Schoperski Michael 37, wife Josepha, Joseph 62 his father

SCHLIMERACK John gp for Lisowski child bp Oct 1874 SS. Peter & Paul; SHIMSHAK John gp for Kukla child bp Nov 1874 SSPP; are these the same as John Szymkowiak above?

TAFELSKI Joseph (aka Jozef) bc 1840 (probably Cerekwica parish near Znin) d 13 Sep 1897 Toledo buried St. Anthony; m to MALCZEWSKA Antonina bc 1861 parents Michael MALCZEWSKI; earliest child bp St. Hedwig Sep 1877; Antoinette TAFELSKA age 38 m2 26 Jun 1899 Centerville, Michigan to Frank KABAT age 38 of Centerville

THOMPSON John A. (aka Aleksey Otho Viertala Ankiewicz) bc 15 Jun 1823 Poland d 10 Dec 1894 Chicago, Illinois (m Poland) to Pauline bc 1823 Poland d 9 Mar 1912 Chicago (age 86 yrs 5 mo 29 days); Alex. Viertel 28 machinist/machine operator from Germany arrived 23 Jun 1852 on SS Johanne Elise; Pauline Viertel 28 servant, Gustar (Gustav) 5 male child, Clara 2 female child, all from USA, arrived 31 Oct 1853 from Liverpool on SS Garrick; US Civil War – June & July 1863 – John A. Thompson, Weston Twp, Wood Co, Ohio farmer born Poland, soldier, 111th Regiment Ohio Vol. Infantry; from “Polacy w Toledo” aptekarz (druggist) Aleksey Ankiewicz, came to US 1852, farms in Plain Twp, Civil War, now named John Thompson. Managed a pharmacy in Auburndale (neighborhood in Toledo) since 1875 (til 1891, acc to Paryski’s Polish calendar of 1891. Part of Bronson Avenue near St. Hedwig Church was named Thompson St. after him. For more about him, see the last page of this manuscript.
TOBOLSKI (recorded Tabelewsky) Andrew gp for Polanski child bp Sep 1873 St. Mary; did they move to Manistee, Michigan? [John b 22 Jun 1879 Manistee parents Andrew Tobolski and Michalina Modrzejewska both from Poland]

TOCKI (alias LISOWSKI) Valentine – see LISOWSKI Valentine

TOMCZAK? (recorded Tomschack) Ludovicus (Ludwik) gp Mar 1867 St. Mary Toledo for child of Jacob MARKOWSKI and Antonia Donelska

TRAWINSKI Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) bc Sep 1850/1852 Pechowo parish area, Poland parents Szymon/Simon TRAWINSKI bc 1815 parents Jacob and Catherine, and Michalina MACIKOWSKA bc 1820 parents Michael and Catharina, Michael d 2 Feb 1910 Toledo (m 18 Jul 1875 St. Mary) to SZYPERSKA Michalina bc 1852 Poland father Joseph SZYPERSKI, Minnie d 3 May 1927 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Michael Trawinski and Michaela Sziperski gps for Zmudziejewski child bp Dec 1874 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Feb 1876; Michael Trawinsky immigrated 12 November 1874 to NYC on SS Goethe; 1880 residence Locust St. (later named Warsaw) and Page St.

TREPINSKI (aka Trapinski) Mathias (aka Maciej, Mateusz) bc 8 Feb 1842 Zalesie, Poland parents Anthony TREPINSKI bc 1796 and Magdalena LIESZCZ bc 1814, Mathias d 10 Apr 1918 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1863 Ryszewko, Poland) to STRANC (aka Strenc) Emilia bc 13 April 1844 Poland parents Adalbert STRANZ and Mary GORAL (aka GORSKA), Emilia d 21 Oct 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Matthias Trepinski 34 immigrated 13 Sep 1877 w son Casimir 9, to NYC on SS Pommerania (and probably Emilia too); earliest record child bp Dec 1877 St. Hedwig; residence Warsaw St.; have more on ancestors

KAMINSKA Aniela (aka Angela) maiden name TROSKOLASKA? bc 1819 d 10 Dec 1901 Toledo bd St. Hedwig m to Ignatius KAMINSKI; as widow immigrated c 1871, residence Everett St. (w dtr and son-in-law Val. GONCZ)

ULALOSKI (recorded as Ulałoski; probably Luczyk, maybe Kukla; Ulatowski?) Jacob m to Mary; only record child Rosalia bp Aug 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo (gp Felix Bush (Kusz) and Josephina Loretzki (Lawecki))

UBRANSKI Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) bc 1852/1855 Poland parents Matthew UBRANSKI, Michael d 10 Feb 1935 Sylvania, OH (m 26 Feb 1878 St. Hedwig) to MATEAS (aka Mateja, Matya) Marianna bc 17 Oct 1859 Poland parents Michael MATEJA alias MATYA bc 1834 and Ursula GLOWCZEWSKI bc 1835 (they m 1857 in Wawelno, Poland), Mary d 22 July 1936 Sylvania, OH; a Michel Urbansky 24 immigrated 13 June 1872 to NYC on SS Carl; farmer residence Sylvania Twp Ohio

VENZKE (aka FENSKY) John bc 1840-1844 Prussia father Daniel Venzki, John d 26 Sep 1917 Toledo at 826 Ross St. (age 74 yrs 6 mo 10 days, married, watchman b 16 Mar 1843 Germany) buried 28th Sep 1917, m to (SMITH?) Alvina bc 1849 d 13 May 1923 Lucas Co., Ohio; 1870 census: 4th ward Toledo – Blum St (also Tol City Directory) Fensky John 30 laborer b Prussia, Alvina 21 keeps house, Rigga 48, Herman 28 laborer; 1880 census: Dundee, Monroe Co., Michigan – John Venzke age 36 bc 1844 Prussia farmer married wife Elvina Venzke 30 b Prussia

VORIASKA – see under WORIASKA

WABISCH Andreas bc 1844 (m 1869 Rogowo, Poland) to MYSLOWIECKA Josepha bc 1853; child Felix bp May 1874 St. Mary, gp for Komorowskis and Bujarskas; Andreas Wabic 29 farmer and Josepha
Wabich 20 immigrated 10 May 1873 on SS New York to NYC; Felix Wabich lived in Chicago with his wife Agnes, Andrew may have moved to Chicago

WACHOWIAK Joseph (aka Jozef, Josephus) bc 1838 (Chawlodno in Golancz parish?) Poland d 31 Dec 1925 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1862 Smogulec, Poland) m to GRAMZA Mary (aka Marianna) bc 1835 (Grocholin in Kcynia parish?) parents Wojciech GRAMZA and Mary, Mary Wachowiak d 13 Dec 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; immigrated 30 December 1871 to NYC on SS Gauss: Joseph Wachowiak 28, Martin Wachowiak 32 farmer, Valentin Wachowiak 34 farmer, Anna Wachowiak 25, Magdalene Wachowiak 52; immigrated on 21 Oct 1872 on SS Hermann to NYC: Marianne Wachowiak 37, Martin 8, Johann 5, Therese 4; first resided in Dunkirk, NY; earliest record Joseph gp for Reiser child bp Mar 1874 St. Mary; their first child bp at St. Mary Dec 1874; first child bp at St. Hedwig Nov 1877; 1880 residence Detroit Ave. at Collingwood Ave., later Warsaw St., Toledo; Joseph’s brothers Martin and Valentine Wachowiak went to Wisconsin

WALENTOWSKI John bc 1848 Poland d 1883 (m 5 Oct 1880 St. Hedwig) to KOZLOWSKA Anna bc 1860 Poland; earliest record John gp for Siwajek child bp Nov 1873 St. Mary; child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1883; Anna (m 2 15 Jan 1884 St. Hedwig) to m 2 Jacob PISAREK; 1880 census: John Walentowski 32 lived on Everett St. with his brother-in-law Frank Siwajek; Pisareks residence Park St.; immigrated 27 March 1872 to NYC on SS America: Joh. Walentowska 22, Cath. 15, Franz 15 (Frances?). Other Walentowskis on this list: Catharina WALENTOWSKA m Frank SIWAJEK, Frances WALENTOWSKA m John WROBEL/WROBLEWSKI, Marianna WALENTOWSKA m Stanislaus ROCHOWIAK; Other Walentowskis: Frances Walentowska m Lawrence Lechlak, Josephine Walentowska m Frank Mazany, Josephine Walentowska m John Bukowski, Rosalia Walentowska m Melchior Bocian; Frank WALENTOWSKI bc 1855-57 [see immigration above] parents Adalbert WALENTOWSKI and Mary MAZANA, Frank d 26 Aug 1924 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; John Walentowski’s parents were probably also Adalbert WALENTOWSKI bc 1823 and Mary MAZANY bc 1833 (they m 1853 in Gora Znin, Poland)

WARSZAWSKI W. – filed Decl Intent Monroe Co. Michigan 1858 b Cracow, Austria; Magdalena Voriaska/Shavosky/Sherosky etc. she was gp 1874 SSPP

WASOSKY (recorded Wasony; Wysocki? Wasowski?) Michael gp Jan 1866 St. Mary Toledo for Jonas (or Janas) and Fuchs child

WENSKI (also recorded Wiensky, Winski) August bc 1832 Poland d 16 Oct 1876 Toledo m to KRAJENSKA (Krajewska?) Mathilda bc 1837 d 20 Oct 1893 Toledo; 1870 census: August, Matilda, and son Charly 9, b Prussia; Toledo City Directories: blacksmith, wife Matilda, residences 178 Lagrange (1864), Erie near Lafayette (1866), Matilda (widow August) St. Clair & Railroad Ave. (1876-77); August Wenski 31 smith, Mathilda 25, Carl 9 mo immigrated on 18 Aug 1862 on SS Prinz Albert to NYC; enlisted on 5 Feb 1864 as a private at age “19”, in Ohio 13th Infantry (National Guard) 13th Regiment Co F in May 1864, mustered our 22 Sep 1864 at Toledo, Ohio as a private; Mathilda Wenski widow of August F. Wenski 130 Ohio Inf filed 21 Jul 1890 papers as survivor; son Otto married 1899 mother listed as Matilda Krojanka

WESOLOWSKI Frank (aka Franciszek) bc Apr 1836 Krzeslice in Wronczyn parish, Poland d 12 Apr 1913 Toledo (m 1860 Wronczyn, Poland) to MUSIELAK Frances (aka Franciszka) bc Jan 1837/1840 Poland parents probably John MUSIELAK and Hedwig, Frances d 13 Apr 1921 Toledo bd St. Anthony; earliest record child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; first children twins bp at St. Hedwig Feb 1876; immigrated 20 March 1873 on SS Thuringia: Franz Weslowski 35, Francicka 35, Janischka (Agnes) 7, Josef 3, Rosalie 6 mo; residence Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, members St. Hedwig then St. Anthony
parishes; daughter Rosalia (married Valentine Tafelski) born in Klecko parish, Poland; see Stanislaus MUSIELAK entry

WESOLOWSKI Martin bc 1838 Poland parents Casimir WESOLOWSKI and Angela JANKOWSKA (m 1865 Lopienno, Poland) to KUZERSKA (aka Kozlowska) Apolonia bc 1843 Poland parents KOZERSKI and Anna EIKSTEDT, Apolonia d 29 Mar 1878 St. Michael Radom Illinois; immigrated on SS Doctor Barth arrived NYC 1 May 1872: Mart. Wessalowski 36, Pauline 30, Johan 4, Martine 6m; earliest record Apolonia gp for Frank Wesolowski child bp Oct 1873 SS. Peter & Paul; child bp May 1875 SSPP; moved to Radom-Dubois area, Illinois; child bpt Jan 1877 Radom St. Michael; children married Dubois St. Charles Borromeo; Martin m 2 on 20 May 1878 St. Michael Radom to Margaretha Kaczmarek widow parents Simon Mezydlo and Marianna Brzycka, Margaretha Wesolowski d 9 Dec 1900 St. Michael Radom IL

WHARETSKI (recorded Wharetski; could be Jarecki? Czerniejewski? Warecki?) Martin m to Josephine?; only record spelled this way: Martin and Josephina Wharetska gp for child of Nowicki-Czerniejewska bp May 1873 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo

WICZYNSKI (aka Wyczynski) Adalbert (aka Wojciech, George) bc Mar 1845 d 22 May 1912 bd St. Hedwig Toledo (m 14 Sep 1874 St. Mary Toledo) to DONARSKA Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc 1860 or before near Smogulec, Poland parents Matthias DONARSKI and Marianna HOFFMAN, Frances d 1 March 1928 Toledo; earliest record Voicak Wicheski and Francisca Donarska gps for Kalka-Donarska child bp Aug 1874 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Jun 1879; 1880 residence Locust St. at Bancroft St. Toledo, later Swanton Twp. (1900), and Central Av.; Wociek Wiczinsky 28 immigrated 30 July 1873 on SS Thuringia to NYC

WINIASZEWSKI Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) b 29 Dec 1839 bp Kcynia, Poland parents Theodore WINIASZEWSKI bc 1796 dc 1846 and Justina KASZYNSKA bc 1810, Anthony d 25 Aug 1914 Toledo (m 1865 Blugowo, Poland) to MAZUR Josephine (aka Jozefa, Josepha) bc 1842 Poland father John MAZUR, Josepha d 14 Oct 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; first child bp Jun 1877 St. Hedwig; Theodore Winiaszewski had three wives (at least): Anna Mastorka, Anna Przybysz, Justina Kaszynska (m 1834) (then Justina m 2 1847 to 2 Jacob Ciesielski bc 1823); immigrated 15 June 1872 on SS Allemannia to NYC: Josepha Winiski 30, Andr. (M) 9, F. (Unknown sex) 5, Valt. (M) 1 month; 1880 census: Washington Twp, Lucas County, Ohio – Benuwoski, Anton 42 blacksmith, Josephine 37, Maggie 12 b Prussia, Frank 10 b Indiana, Mary 7 b Indiana, Vangua (Wanda?) 3 b Ohio

WINIASZEWSKI Frank (aka Franciszek, Francisicus) bc 1838 Zablocie, Poland parents Franciszek Teodor WINIASZEWSKI and Mary EMCZYK, Frank d 20 Apr 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 26 Feb 1865 Kcynia, Poland) to HAMLING (Hemling on marriage, aka Hamerling in St. Hedwig) Mary (aka Maryanna) b 25 Jul 1842 Kazmierzewo, Poland bp Kcynia parents John HAMLING and Carolina THEILMAN, Mary d 8 May 1900 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record gp for Wisniewski child bp Jun 1875 St. Mary; first child bp Mar 1876 St. Hedwig; Frank Winiaszewski (m 2 27 Jul 1903 St. Hedwig) m 2 to Frances KLIMASZEWSKA widow of Aloysius HAUMESSER; Frances d 14 Aug 1912 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Toledo City Directory 1876-77: blacksmith, residence n s Nebraska 1 w of C S Railway; 1880 residence Dexter St.; 1900 census: Nebraska Ave., Kuhschwanz, resides with Andrew Kusz (m 1884 to Frances Winiaszewska dtr of Frank and Mary); members of St. Anthony (1900); Frank Winarzski 35 blacksmith immigrated on 3 Dec 1872 on SS Anglia to NYC

WISNIEWSKI Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) bc Oct 1846-47 Poland d 9 Oct 1902 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1872 Szubin, Poland) to GAWRONSKA Sophia (aka Zofia, Zophia, Sophie) bc 1850-51 Poland d 7 Apr 1932 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Sophia (m 1 1869 Szubin) m 1 to Adalbert KOWALSKI bc
1843 Poland dc 1870; immigrated 12 May 1873 to NYC on SS Anglia: Andrew farmer 28, Sophie wife 22, Johan 9 months; their child John bp 5 Nov 1872 Szubin, Poland; earliest child bp at St. Mary Feb 1874; first child bp at St. Hedwig Oct 1876; 1880 & later residence Warsaw St. (originally named Locust), members of St. Hedwig

WISNIEWSKI Peter (aka Piotr, Petrus) bc 12 May 1837 Poland father Wojciech WISNIEWSKI, Peter d 18 Apr 1916 Toledo bd St. Anthony, (m 1865 in Rogowo, Poland) to PAWLOWSKA Catharina (aka Katarzyna) bc 1847-52 Poland; earliest record child bp Jun 1875 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Sep 1878; 1880 residence Nebraska Ave.; 1900 residence Springfield Twp.?

WISNIEWSKI Valentine (aka Walenty, Valentinus) bc 1826 Poland (m 1862 Swiatkowo, Poland) to GOCZ (aka Goncz) Mary (aka Marianna) bc 1835 Poland; Valentine was a widower at 1862 marriage; first child bp Sep 1873 St. Mary; is Mary the sister of Valentine Goncz?; Valentine is not the father of Andrew above, Valentine and Mary’s son Andrew was born in Swiatkowo in 1867

WATSHAK (recorded Watshak, most likely Luczyk) Joseph m to Victoria; only record child bp Feb 1875 SS. Peter & Paul, Jacob Watshak (Luczyk) gp for this child; see LUCZYK entries

WLADYSLAW (aka Wladyslaus, Ladislaus) Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 1838 m to Lucia bc 1838 Poland d 20 May 1910 Manistee, Michigan, widow; earliest record Lucia gp for Nowicki child bp Mar 1875 SS. Peter & Paul; Lucia Ladislaus gp for Brykacz child bp Aug 1875 SS PP; and Luca gp for Bocian child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig; first child bp at St. Hedwig Apr 1877; Anthony was gp 1877 St. Hedwig; immigrated 13 June 1872 to NYC on SS Carl: Andreas Wladislaw farmer 34, Lucie 34, Josepha infant 0 months; may have moved to Manistee, Michigan: Carolina Wyladyslaw b 5 Nov 1879 Manistee, parents Henry & Lucy from Poland

WOJCIECHOWSKI Anthony (aka Antoni, Antonius) bc 27 Jun 1842-43 Poland parents John WOJCIECHOWSKI and Ludovica (aka Louisa), Anthony d 3 Feb 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; (m c 1870 Poland) m to OKONSKA Rosalia (aka Rose) bc 6 January 1850 parents Simon OKONSKI and Mary? ZAKRZEWSKA? (may be from Swiatkowo and Cerekwica parishes), Rose d 28 Jan 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Rose gp for Slaboszewski child bp Jun 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo; first child bp Dec 1878 St. Hedwig; residence Haskins St., then Bronson Ave.; a Anton Wuzkowski 30 farmer immigrated 23 May 1874 on SS Rhein to NYC

WOJKIEWICZ (recorded Foikewitsch 1873 marr) Andrew (aka Andrzej, Andreas) (m 7 Jul 1873 St. Mary) to NOWAK (recorded Noack 1873 marr) Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc 1834 Poland d 10 or 11 Nov 1874 Toledo bd St. Mary; Andrew Wojkiewicz (m 2 16 Nov 1880 St. Hedwig) m 2 to Marianna PIETRASZEWSKA bc 1828 Poland widow of Andrew JAKUBOWSKI; Andrew Wojkiewicz Toledo City Directory 1874-75 laborer ws Franklin Ave. 4 s Lagrange St.; Francisca NOWAK only record for her as godparent for Feb 1872 baptism of Jagodzinski child at St. Mary Toledo; 1880 census: Jacoboski Mary age 50 housekeeper; Andrew Wojkiewicz may be from Gluszyna parish, Poland

VORIAASKA (recorded as Voriaska; could be Warszawska or Olszewska or?) Magdalena; gp for Lisowski child bp Oct 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; also Magdalena Shavoski gp for Felix Czarnecki child bp Nov 1874 SSPP

WASNICH Joseph bc 1841 d 18 Jun 1864 Petersburg, Va; enlisted Ohio Infantry 8th Regiment Co A on 15 Jun 1861 age 20 as a private, mustered out 18 Jun 1864 Petersburg, Va, killed in action
WOZNIAK John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc May 1835 Kcynia or Czeszewo Wagrowiec parish areas, Poland parents Thomas WOZNIAK bc 1807 and Agnes KOLISIAK (aka Koles), John Wozniak d 28 Mar 1916 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; John (m 1866 Dziewierzewo, Poland) to BIALECKA Marcianna bc 1816 (1841, 1846) Poland parents Adalbert BIALECKI and Marianna CHELMINIAK bc 1816 d Toledo; Marcianna (aka Mary) Wozniak d 12 Sep 1895 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; Wozniak child bp Jan 1872 Dziewierzewo; residence Dexter St., member St. Hedwig; more information on this family available; see BIALECKI entries

WOZNIAK (aka Wosniak) Joseph gp for Kalas-Kordas child bp Sep 1868 St. Mary Toledo

WROBEL (aka Wroblewski) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1849 Jaruzyn (near Samokleski parish) Poland father Tomasz WROBEL mother (Marianna Niespodziana?, from Kcynia parish?), John d 5 Mar 1926 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 23 Nov 1874 St. Mary) to WALENTOWSKA Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc 1856 Poland parents John and Sophia WALENTOWSKI, Frances d 9 May 1933 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Frances Walentowska gp for Polanski ch bp Dec 1873 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Mary Jun 1875; first child bp at St. Hedwig May 1877; 1880 census: John 31, Frances 29, Anthony 5, etc., John immigrated 1873; Joh. Wrobel 26 immigrated 14 March 1873 on SS Westphalia to NYC; immigrated 27 March 1872 to NYC on SS America: Joh. Walentowska 22, Cath. 15, Franz 15 (Frances?); 1880 residence Frederick St. near Locust St., later Warsaw St., Toledo; members of St. Hedwig

WROBEL Thomas (aka Tomasz) bc 1837/1841 Poland parents Andrew WROBEL bc 1806 and Susanna WESOLEK b 14 Sep 1810 Gora Znin, Thomas d 7 Dec 1930 Toledo bd St. Adalbert (m 20 Sep 1868 Gora Znin, Poland) to GRZEGOREK (aka Gregorek, Geciok) Michalina b 9 Dec 1850 Pinsk, Poland parents Adalbert GRZEGOREK and Marianna ROGOWSKA (aka Rogonska, Rogoza), Michalina d 4 Oct 1910 Toledo bd St. Adalbert; earliest record child bp Aug 1874 St. Mary; first child bp at St. Hedwig Mar 1877; 1880 census: Thomas 38, Michalina 30, children Frances 11, Kather 9, Mary 7, Joseph 4, etc and mother-in-law Mary Gegiock (GRZEGOREK), 1880 residence Dexter St.; Lake St., members of St. Hedwig, then St. Adalbert; much more information on these families; Thomas Wrobel 30 immigrated 21 June 1872 on SS Columbia to NYC

ZAJACZKOWSKI (aka Sainskowski) John (aka Jan, Joannes) bc 1839 Poland (m 1867 Czeszewo Wagrowiec, Poland) to CZAJKOWSKA Victoria b 31 Oct 1847 Czerlin, Czeszewo Wagrowiec parish, Poland parents Adalbert CZAJKOWSKI and Francisca REWOLINSKA; Zajaczkowski child b 1868 Golancz parish Poland; earliest record child bp Feb 1875 St. Mary Toledo; only record child bp at St. Hedwig Dec 1876; John ZAJACZKOWSKI m 12 Feb 1886 St. Hedwig to KONIECZKA Antonina d 21 May 1928 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; a Johann Zajogkowski farmer (no age) immigrated 29 April 1872 on SS Industrie to NYC

ZALEWSKI Simon (aka Symeon) bc 1817 Poland d 14 Apr 1904 Toledo bd St. Anthony never married, gp for Chudzinski-Blazej child bp Feb 1876 St. Hedwig; A Simon Zulenska 70 farmer immigrated 30 April 1873 on SS Victoria to NYC

ZMUDZIEJEWSKI Martin (aka Marcin, Martinus) bc 1845 Poland (m 1870 Labiszyn, Poland) to TRAWINSKI Marianna bc 1844 probably Pechowo parish area, Poland parents Szymon/Simon TRAWINSKI bc 1815 parents Jacob and Catherine, and Michalina MACIKOWSKA bc 1820 parents Michael and Catharina, Marianna Trawinska was widow of NIEDBALA, Maryanna d 29 Nov 1936 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; two children bp St. Mary Toledo: Jan 1873 and Dec 1874; first child bp at St. Hedwig Jun 1877 last bp Jun 1885; residence Lagrange St. (1936)
ZMUDZINSKI (recorded Smuela) Joseph bc Aug 1837 Gorzyce near Znin, Poland parents Adalbert ZMUDZINSKI and Frances ROCHOWIAK, Joseph d 30 Jun 1913 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (m 1863 Gora Znin, Poland) to MALAK Frances (aka Franciszka, Francisca) bc Oct 1837 Poland parents John MALAK and Margaret NYKA; immigrated on SS Hammonia arrived NYC 24 Apr 1872: Franciska 33, Cath 8, Magda 6, Roack (Roch) 5, Franciska 5; earliest record child bp Aug 1873 St. Mary (gps Rochowiaks); first child bp at St. Hedwig Jan 1876; 1900 Census: residence Bedford Township, Monroe County, Michigan # 187 entry: Joe Zmudzinski b Aug 1837 md 37 years farmer, immigrated 1872, wife Frances b Oct 1837

ZOLDOWSKI Andrew bc 1836-38 d 10 Jul 1883 Nebraska & Junction bd St. Anthony bd St. Patrick Cemetery Toledo (m 1861 Byslaw, Poland) to KURCZEWSKA (aka Kurzewska) Mary (aka Marianna) bc 1837/1839 [did she d 5 Nov 1935 bd St. Adalbert age 98?] earliest record child bp Nov 1874 SS. Peter & Paul Toledo; first child bp Mar 1877 St. Hedwig Toledo; residence Nebraska Ave., members of St. Anthony; Marianna Zolzowski 30 farmer, w children, imm 23 Jul 1873 on SS Victoria

ZUREK Mathias (aka Maciej, Mathew) bc 1845 (near Ryczywol parish? north of Poznan) Poland parents Walenty ZUREK and Krystyna BUKOWSKA?, Mathias d 11 May 1928 Toledo bd St. Hedwig m to PELKA Marianna bc 1858 [near Kcynia?] Poland parents Wawrzyz/Lawrence PELKA and Catherine, Maryanna d 19 Jul 1936 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; earliest record Mary Zurek gp for Wisniewski-Gawronska child bp Oct 1876 St. Hedwig Toledo; first child bp Aug 1877 St. Hedwig; residence Hausman St. and Austin St.

ZWIERZECHOWSKI Michael (aka Michal, Mieczyslaw) bc Sep 1830 Inowroclaw, Poland parents Vincent ZWIERZECHOWSKI and Mary, Michael d 4 May 1908 Toledo bd St. Hedwig (mc 1870 Poland? or US?) to KEDZIERSKA [aka Kendzierska] Agnes (aka Agnieszka, Agnetis) bc Dec 1848 Poland parents Andrew KEDZIERSKI and Agnes DEMBIN--- (or Michalina Schmidt?), Agnes d 7 Jun 1923 Toledo bd St. Hedwig; residence 2902 Mulberry St., Michael Zvierzykowski 42 farmer immigrated 26 November 1873 on SS Goethe to NYC; more information available; may be from Liszkowo parish